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ABSTRACT

KATARZYNA ANNA TARNOWSKA. Customer Loyalty Improvement
Recommender System (CLIRS). (Under the direction of DR. ZBIGNIEW RAS)

This dissertation presents a novel data-driven approach to solve the problem of im-

proving customer loyalty and customer retention. The data mining concepts of action

rules and meta actions are used to extract actionable knowledge from customer survey

data and build a knowledge-based recommender system (CLIRS - Customer Loyalty

Improvement Recommender System). Also, a novel approach to extract meta-actions

from the text is presented. So far, the use of meta-actions required a pre-defined

knowledge of the domain (e.i. medicine). In this research an automatic extraction

of meta actions is proposed and an implemented by applying Natural Language Pro-

cessing and Sentiment Analysis techniques on the customer reviews. The system’s

recommendations were optimized by means of implemented mechanism of triggering

optimal sets of action rules. The optimality of recommendations was defined as max-

imal Net Promoter Score impact given minimal changes in the company’s service.

Also, data visualization techniques are proposed and implemented to improve under-

standing of the multidimensional data analysis, data mining results and interacting

with the recommender systems results.

Another important contribution of this research lies in proposing a strategy for build-

ing a new set of action rules from text data based on sentiment analysis and folkson-

omy. This new approach proposes a strategy for building recommendations directly

from action rules, without triggering them by meta actions. The coverage and accu-
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racy of the opinion mining was significantly improved within a series of experiments,

which resulted in better recommendations. Therefore, the research presents a novel

approach to build a knowledge-based recommender system whenever only text data

is available.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

In this research, data mining and text mining techniques are a proposed approach

to the problem of customer loyalty improvement. The built solution is an automated

data-driven and user-friendly recommender system based on actionable knowledge

and sentiment analysis.

The system proved to work in real settings and its results have already been dis-

cussed with the end business users. Its main value lies in suggesting and quantifying

the effectiveness of the course of strategic actions to improve the company’s growth

potential. Another strength of the approach is that it works on the overall knowledge

in the industry, which means that worse-performing companies can learn from the

knowledge and experience of their better-performing competition.

In this dissertation, I introduce the problem area and describe the dataset on which

the work has been done. I present the background knowledge and techniques necessary

to understand the built solution, as well as the current state of the art applications

in the researched area.

Further, I describe all the work that already has been done within this ongoing re-

search project, including: visual techniques applied to enhance interactiveness and

friendliness of the system, experiments on improving the knowledge miner and finally

the new architecture and the implementation of the system that works solely on the

text customer feedback comments. Lastly, I focus my research on finding and testing
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new ways of improving the algorithm for natural language processing of text com-

ments and I present the results.

Within the work done, I identified new topics that need further research and improve-

ment, which will become the focus towards the future directions in this research.

1.1 Introduction to the problem area

Nowadays most businesses, whether small-, medium-sized or enterprise-level orga-

nizations with hundreds or thousands of locations collect their customers feedback

on products or services. A popular industry standard for measuring customer satis-

faction is called “Net Promoter Score”1 ([9]) based on the percentage of customers

classified as “detractors”, “passives” and “promoters” (see Figure 1). Promoters are

loyal enthusiasts who are buying from a company and urge their friends to do so.

Passives are satisfied but unenthusiastic customers who can be easily taken by com-

petitors, while detractors are the least loyal customers who may urge their friends

to avoid that company. The total Net Promoter Score is computed as %Promoters

-%Detractors. The goal here is to maximize NPS, which in practice, as it turns out, is

a difficult task to achieve, especially when the company has already quite high NPS.

Most executives would like to know not only the changes of that score, but also why

the score moved up or down. More helpful and insightful would be to look beyond

the surface level and dive into the entire anatomy of feedback.

The main problem to solve is to understand difference in data patterns of customer

sentiment on a single client personalization level, in years 2011-2016. The same it

1NPS R©, Net Promoter R©and Net Promoter R©Score are registered trademarks of Satmetrix Sys-
tems, Inc., Bain and Company and Fred Reichheld
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Figure 1: The concept of Net Promoter Score as a way to quantify and categorize
customer satisfaction.

should enabled to explain changes, as well as predict sentiment changes in the future.

Actionable knowledge is needed for the business for designing the strategic directions

that would help drive customer loyalty improvement.

1.2 Dataset description

The chosen dataset is related to a research project conducted in the KDD Lab

at UNC-Charlotte in collaboration with a consulting company based in Charlotte.

The company collects data from telephone surveys on customer’s satisfaction from

repair service done by heavy equipment repair companies (called clients). There are

different types of surveys, depending on which area of customer satisfaction they

focus on: Service, Parts, Rentals, etc. The consulting company provides advisory

for improving their clients’ Net Promoter Score rating and growth performance in

general. Advised clients are scattered among all the states in the US (as well as south

Canada) and can have many subsidiaries. There are above 400,000 records in the

dataset in total (years 2011-2016), and the data is kept being collected. The dataset

consists of features related to:
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1. Clients’ details (repair company’s name, division, etc.);

2. Type of service done, repair costs, location and time;

3. Customer’s details (name, contact, address);

4. Survey details (timestamp, localization) and customers’ answers to the questions

in survey;

5. Each answer is scored with 1-10 (optionally textual comment) and based on

total average score (PromoterScore) a customer is labeled as either Promoter,

Passive or Detractor of the given client.

Figure 2: Illustration of the NPS dataset structure - the features and the decision
attribute.

The data is high-dimensional with many features related to particular assessment (sur-

vey questions) areas, their scores and textual comments. The consulted clients as well

as surveyed customers are spread geographically across United States. Records are

described with temporal features, such as DateInterviewed, InvoiceDate and WorkO-

rderCloseDate.
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1.3 Decision problem

The first goal is to find characteristics (features) which most strongly correlate with

Promoter/Detractor label (PromoterScore), so that we can identify areas, where im-

provement can lead to changing a customer’s status from Detractor to Promoter

(improvement of customer’s satisfaction and client’s performance). Identifying these

variables (areas) helps in removing redundancy.

So far correlation analysis has considered only global statistics, however global statis-

tics can hide potentially important differentiating local variation. The problem is

multidimensional as the correlations vary across space, with scale and over time.

The intermediate goal is also to explore the geography of the issue and use interactive

visualization to identify interdependencies in multivariate dataset. It should support

geographically informed multidimensional analysis and discover local patterns in cus-

tomers’ experience and service assessment. Finally, classification on NPS should be

performed on semantically similar customers (similarity can be also based on geog-

raphy). A subset of most relevant features should be chosen to build a classification

model.

1.4 Problem area

The following subsections present the most important problem areas identified

within the research.
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1.4.1 Attribute analysis

The first problem that needs to be solved is to find out which benchmarks are

the most relevant for Promoter Status. There is also a need to analyze how the

importance of benchmarks changed over years for different clients (locally) and in

general (globally), and additionally how these changes affected changes in Net Pro-

moter Score, especially if this score deteriorated (which means customer satisfaction

worsened). There is a need to identify what triggered the highest NPS decreases and

the highest NPS growths.

The business questions to answer here are:

• What (which aspects) triggered changes in our Net Promoter Score?

• Where did we go wrong? What could be improved?

• What are the trends in customer sentiment towards our services? Did more

of them become Promoters? Passives? Detractors? Did Promoters become

Passives? Promoters become Detractors? If yes, why?

The problem with the data is that the set of benchmarks asked is not consistent and

varies for customers, clients and years. Customer expectations change as well. There-

fore, one has to deal with a highly incomplete and multidimensional data problem.

1.4.2 Attribute reduction

The consulting company developed over 200 such benchmarks in total (223 in

2016), but taking into considerations time constraints for conducting a survey on

one customer it is impossible to ask all of them. Usually only some small subsets
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of them are asked in a survey. There is a need for a benchmark (survey) reduction,

but it is not obvious which one of them should be asked so that to obtain the most

insightful knowledge. For example, consulting aims to reduce the number of questions

to the three most important, such as “Overall Satisfaction”, “Referral Behavior” and

“Promoter Score”, but it has to be checked if this will not lead to significant knowledge

loss about customer satisfaction problem. There is a need to know which benchmarks

can/cannot be dropped in order to decrease a knowledge loss. For example, in years

2014-2015 some questions were asked less frequently questionnaire structure changed

and survey shortened for some clients. There is a need for analysis regarding how

these changes in the dataset affect the previously built classification and recommender

system model.

1.4.3 Customer satisfaction analysis and recognition

The second application area is tracking the quality of the knowledge base being

collected year by year, especially in terms of its ability to discern between differ-

ent types of customers defined as Promoters, Passives and Detractors. The main

questions business would like to know the answers to are:

• What (which aspect of service provided) makes their customers being Promoters

or Detractors?

• Which area of the service needs improvement so that we can maximize customer

satisfaction?

For every client company the minimum set of features (benchmarks) needed to classify

correctly if a customer is a Promoter, Passive or Detractor should be identified. The
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strength of these features and how important a feature is in recognition process needs

to be determined. However, answering these questions is not an easy task, as the

problem is multidimensional, varies in space and time and is highly dependent on the

data structure. Sufficient number of customer feedback on various aspects must be

collected and analyzed in order to answer these questions. Often human abilities are

not sufficient to analyze such huge volume of data in terms of so many aspects. There

is a need for some kind of automation of the task or visual analytics support.

1.4.4 Providing recommendations

The main goal of the research work is to support consulting business with recom-

mendations (recommendable sets of actions) to their clients (repair companies), so

that they can improve their NPS. The items must be evaluated in terms of some

objective metrics.

Besides, the recommendation process needs to be more transparent, valid and trust-

worthy. Therefore, the need to visualize an algorithm process which leads to gen-

erating a recommendation output. The end user must be able to understand how

recommendation model works in order to be able to explain and defend the model

validity. Visual techniques should facilitate this process.



CHAPTER 2: STATE OF THE ART

In this chapter, different types of available information technology solutions sup-

porting customer relationship management as well as collecting the customer feed-

back, are discussed, with the focus on the new generation on intelligent decision

support and recommender systems.

2.1 Customer Satisfaction Software Tools

Horst Schulz, former president of the Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, was famously

quoted as saying: “Unless you have 100% customer satisfaction. . . you must improve”.

Customer satisfaction software helps to measure customers’ satisfaction as well as gain

insight into ways to achieve higher satisfaction. SurveyMonkey ([3]) is the industry

leading online survey tool used by millions of businesses across the world. It helps

to create any type of survey, but it also lacks features with regard to measuring

satisfaction and getting actionable feedback. Client Heartbeat ([2]) is another tool

built specifically to measure customer satisfaction, track changes in satisfaction levels

and identify customers ’at risk’. SurveyGizmo ([11]) is another professional tool for

gathering customer feedback. It offers customizable customer satisfaction surveys,

but it also lacks features that would help to intelligently analyze the data. Customer

Sure ([4]) is a tool that focuses on customer feedback: facilitates distribution of

customer surveys, gathering the results. It allows to act intelligently on the feedback
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by tracing customer satisfaction scores over time and observe trends. Floqapp ([6]) is

a tool that offers customer satisfaction survey templates, collects the data and puts it

into reports. Temper ([12]) is better at gauging satisfaction as opposed to just being

a survey tool. Similar to Client Heartbeat, Temper measures and tracks customer

satisfaction over a period of time.

These types of tools mostly facilitate design of surveys, however, offer very limited

analytics and insight into customer feedback. It mostly confines to simple trend analy-

sis (tracing if score increased or decreased over time). The Qualtrics Insight Platform

([16]) is the leading platform for actionable customer, market and employee insights.

Besides customers’ feedback collection, analysis and sharing it offers extensive in-

sight capabilities, including tools for end-to-end customer experience management

programs, customer and market research and employee engagement.

2.2 Customer Relationship Management Systems

CRM is described as “managerial efforts to manage business interactions with cus-

tomers by combining business processes and technologies that seek to understand a

company’s customers” ([34]), i.e. structuring and managing the relationship with

customers. CRM covers all the processes related to customer acquisition, customer

cultivation, and customer retention. CRM also involves development of the offer:

which products to sell to which customers and through which channel. CRM seeks

to retain customers and design marketing campaigns. Sometimes CRM strategy is

incorporated into other enterprise systems. An enterprise data warehouse has become

a critical component of a successful CRM strategy ([66]). Data mining techniques in
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this area are useful for extracting marketing knowledge and further supporting mar-

keting decisions. The CRM systems must analyze the data using statistical tools and

data mining. There are two critical components of marketing intelligence: customer

data transformation and customer knowledge discovery.

2.3 Decision Support Systems

A DSS is an interactive computer-based system designed to help in decision making

situations by utilizing data and models to solve unstructured problems [34].

The aim of DSSs is to improve and expedite the processes by which management

makes and communicates decisions - in most cases the emphasis in DSSs is on increas-

ing individual and organizational effectiveness. DSS in general can improve strategic

planning and strategic control. Research indicates data-driven or data-informed or-

ganizations improve decision-making, increase profitability and drive innovation. As

strategic planning requires large amount of information, the only effective way to

manage large amounts of information is with information technologies. Proper inte-

gration of DSSs and CRM presents new opportunities for enhancing the quality of

support provided by each system.

2.4 Recommender Systems

Most recommender systems were applied in e-commerce settings, supporting cus-

tomers in online purchases of commodity products such as books, CDs. Idea of

applying recommender system in the area of strategic business planning seems to

be quite novel, but the general principle of recommender systems is applicable to

multiple and diverse environments.
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Recommender systems, particularly using collaborative techniques, aim to predict

the preferences of an individual (user/customer) and provide suggestions of further

resources or items that are likely to be of interest. Formally, recommender systems are

defined as programs that attempt to recommend the most suitable items (products or

services) to particular users (individuals or businesses) by predicting a user’s interest

in an item based on related information about the items, the users and the interactions

between items and users ([22]).

2.4.1 Recommender Systems for B2B

While most research has been focused on applying the method to help the customers

in Business-To-Customer (B2C) electronic commerce, the participants in Business-to-

Business (B2B) market can also get useful assistance from the recommender system.

From the view of company, the recommender system should not only be able to help

the buyers find their expected products and services, but also to help the sellers

understand their customers better. Moreover, the system should also assist both the

seller and buyer to setup strategy relationship in the long-term cooperation. For

B2B relationship information of interest would be contracts; product prices, quality

of service, payment terms. Past studies have shown that consumer satisfaction of

B2B is lower than that of B2C, which indicates that the enterprises in B2B market

did not understand their customers profoundly and make efficient response to their

needs. Applying RS technology to B2B can bring numerous advantages: streamline

the business transaction process, improve the customer relationship management,

improve customer satisfaction and make dealers understand each other better. B2B
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participants can receive different useful suggestions from the system to help them do

better business. Also, recommender system in B2B can be linked with the enterprise’s

back-end information system and augment the company’s marketing. The system can

analyze sales history and customers’ comments and give advices on marketing issues,

such as: how to improve the product, the customers’ purchase trends, etc.

One of the proposed definition of a recommender system for B2B e-commerce was

given in [81]: ”a software agent that can learn the interests, needs, and other impor-

tant business characteristics of the business dealers and then make recommendations

accordingly. The systems use product/service knowledge - either hand-coded knowl-

edge provided by experts knowledge learned from the behavior of consumers - guide

the business dealers through the often overwhelming task of locating transactions

their companies will like”.

One of the important issues that must be considered in system is the output design

and the presentation of the output - e.g. how to deliver the recommendations to the

users, should the system explain the results to the user, etc. The most important

contribution of explanations is to allow the system users to make more informed and

accurate decisions about which recommendations to utilize.

2.4.2 Types of Recommender Systems

Current generation of recommendation methods can be divided into four groups:

• collaborative,

• content-based,

• knowledge-based,
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• hybrid.

In comparison to other traditional information system tools and techniques, such as

databases or search engines, the study of recommender systems is relatively new. It

emerged as an independent research area in the mid-1990s, but interest in it increased

dramatically over recent time. Now they are successfully deployed as a part of many

e-commerce sites, offering several important business benefits: increasing the number

of items sold, selling more diverse items, increasing user satisfaction and loyalty,

helping to understand what the user wants.

Collaborative filtering This technique leverages recommendations produced by a

community of users to deliver recommendations to an active user - therefore it is

sometimes referred as ’people-to-people correlation’. It is based on the fact that indi-

viduals often rely on recommendations provided by their peers making daily decisions

and that similar people have similar tastes.

Content-based These type of recommender systems associate the derived content of

the items with the user profile or characteristic. The system learns to recommend

items similar to those that the user liked in the past, so the prediction is based on

similarity between items. This approach is often used in Web recommenders and

News filtering (where the content of the item is well-defined).

Knowledge-based These recommender systems rely on some kind of external knowl-

edge about items. They are suitable for certain scenarios, where collaborative or

content-based approaches show limitations. For example, buying a house, a car, or a

computer is not a frequently made decision. Pure collaborative filtering system would
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not perform well, because of the low number of available ratings. For content-based

systems the time span between ratings would make them useless. The main drawback

of knowledge-based systems is a need for knowledge acquisition. It is also important

to rank recommended items according to their utility for the user. Each item should

be evaluated according to a predefined set of dimensions that provide an aggregate

view.

2.4.3 Knowledge based approach for recommendation

Approach based on action rule mining for developing a knowledge base of recom-

mender systems presents a new way in machine learning. The concept of action rules

was proposed by Ras and Wieczorkowska in 2000 ([63]) and is described in Chapter

3 in a greater detail.

In [63] algorithm of rule extraction was applied to a sampling containing 20,000

tuples of a large banking database containing more that 10 million customers. In that

case, action rules suggest how to shift bank’s customers from the low-profit group into

high-profit group - in particular which special offers should be made by a bank.

Action rule approach can be further enhanced by so called meta-actions, which help

control the actions and act as a triggering mechanism for action rules. Meta actions

are mechanism used to acquire knowledge about possible transitions in the informa-

tion systems and their causes. The concept of meta-action was initially proposed

in [75] to mine actionable patterns and then formally defined and used to discover

action rules based on tree classifiers ([61]). While extraction methods for action rules

have been quite mature so far, the area of mining meta-actions is still developing.
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Work in [71] presents a methodology in medical field, but it concentrates on selecting

meta-actions to achieve preferable effect given that meta-actions are already known.

In the proposed approach within this research, meta-actions are extracted from text

and were used as a source of generating the triggers of action rules and ultimately

used to improve Net Promoter Score ratings.

2.5 Text Analytics and Sentiment Analysis Tools

Edward Abbey once said: “Sentiment without action is the ruin of the soul”. In-

deed, it is important to mention some real-world applications of opinion mining and

sentiment analysis. Growing demand for text analytics tools has raised the profile

of specialized vendors such as Attensity OdinText ([5]), Clarabridge ([1]) and Kana

- previously Overtone ([14]), which perform trended and basic root-cause analysis of

customers’ comments. SAS Institute, IBM SPSS, SAP (Insight) and Tibco (Insight-

ful) offer tools for analyzing text for predictive insights. Lexalytics ([15]), Nstein ([10])

and Teragram - a division of SAS ([13]) offer text mining specialized for sentiment

analysis. Some solutions attempt at recognizing importance of issues based on voice

audio recordings and volume analysis - Verint Systems ([17]). Rosetta Stone ([7]) is

a solution using IBM SPSS text analytics software to analyze answers to open-ended

questions in surveys of current and potential customers. It uses the resulting insights

to drive decisions on advertising, marketing and product development, strategic plan-

ning as well as identify strengths and weaknesses of products.

Choice Hotels and Gaylord Hotels both applied text analytics software from Clarabridge

([1]) to quickly gather sentiment out of thousands of customer satisfaction surveys
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gathered each day. The software recognizes specific positive and negative com-

ments and associates them with specific hotel locations, facilities, service, rooms

and employee shifts. The feedback results in an immediate customer service response

(through calls or letters) to acknowledge and apologize for problems. More impor-

tant is that the system allows chain and facility managers track trends so that to spot

problems and best practices.

Besides business, opinions matter a great deal in politics (example works: [44],

[53]). Some work has focused on understanding what voters are thinking.

Sentiment-analysis and opinion-mining systems also have an important potential

role as enabling technologies for other systems. One possibility is an augmentation

to recommendation systems. Question answering is another area where sentiment can

prove to be useful.

As one can see, sentiment-analysis technologies have many potential applications.

In recent years sentiment analysis applications have spread to almost every possible

domain, from consumer products, services, healthcare, and financial services to social

events and political elections. As J.Ellen Foster said in 1893: “Sentiment is the

mightiest force in civilization . . . ”.



CHAPTER 3: BACKGROUND

This chapter presents theoretical background of the proposed approach: Knowledge

Discovery and Decision Reduct techniques, Text Mining for Sentiment Analysis and

Visualiztaion techniques for Data Analytics.

3.1 Knowledge Discovery

Addressing the problem of feature analysis, there are two approaches to feature

evaluation and its importance towards classification problem.

The first one is based on the discrimination power of a set of features and how the

classification problem (in terms of accuracy) is affected if one or more of them in a

dataset are discarded. It always starts with the set of all features used in classification.

This approach is logic-based and it can be called top-down approach.

The second one is a statistic-based and it can be called bottom-up approach. It

talks about the discrimination power of a single feature or a small set of features. It

does not make any reference to discrimination power of combined effect of features

together. To compare them, one can say that the first approach is focused more on

minimizing loss of knowledge, the second one more on maximizing knowledge gain.

3.1.1 Decision reducts

To solve decision problems as stated in the previous chapter applying attribute

reduction techniques is proposed. The one proposed is based on decision reducts and
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stems from rough set theory (logic-based).

Rough set theory is a mathematical tool for dealing with ambiguous and imprecise

knowledge, which was presented by Polish mathematician Professor Pawlak in 1982

[59]. The rough set theory handles data analysis organized in the form of tables.

The data may come from experts, measurements or tests. The main goal of the data

analysis is a retrieval of interesting and novel patterns, associations, more precise

problem analysis, as well as designing a tool for automatic data classification.

Attribute reduction is an important concept of rough set for data analysis. The

main idea is to obtain decisions or classifications of problems on the conditions of

maintaining the classification ability of the knowledge base. The basic concepts of

the theory are introduced in the subsections below.

3.1.1.1 Information Systems

A concept of Information System stems from the theory of rough sets, developed

by Zdzislaw Pawlak at the beginning of 1980s. An Information System is defined as

a pair S = (U,A), where U is a nonempty, finite set, called the universe, and A is a

nonempty, finite set of attributes i.e. a : U → Va for a ∈ A, where Va is called the

domain of a [63]. Elements of U are called objects. A special case of Information

Systems is called a Decision Table [58].

3.1.1.2 Decision Tables

In a decision table, some attributes are called conditions and the others are called

decisions. In many practical applications, decision is a singleton set. For example, in

table in Figure 2 decision is an attribute specifying Promoter Status. The conditions
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would be all the attributes that determine Promoter Status, that is, question bench-

marks and also other attributes (geographical, temporal, etc.).

Based on knowledge represented in a form of a decision table, it is possible to model

and simulate decision-making processes. The knowledge in a decision table is repre-

sented by associating or identifying decision values with some values of conditional

attributes.

For extracting action rules, it is also relevant to differentiate between so-called

flexible attributes, which can be changed, and stable attributes [63], which cannot be

changed. A = ASt ∪AFl, where ASt and AFl denote stable attributes and flexible at-

tributes respectively. Example of stable attributes in customer data would be client’s

and survey’s characteristics, while flexible would be assessment areas (benchmarks),

which can be changed by undertaking certain actions (for example, staff training).

3.1.1.3 Reducts

In decision systems not every attribute in the database is necessary for the decision-

making process. The goal is to choose some subset of attributes essential for this. It

leads to the definition of reducts, that is, minimal subsets of attributes that keep the

characteristics of the full dataset. In the context of action rule discovery an action

reduct is a minimal set of attribute values distinguishing a favorable object from an-

other. In the considered application area, it is of interest to find unique characteristics

of the satisfied customers that can be used by the company to improve the customer

satisfaction of ‘Detractors’. There is a need to find a set of distinct values or unique

patterns from the ’Promoter’ group that does not exist in the ’Detractor’ group in
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order to propose an actionable knowledge. Some of attribute values describing the

customers can be controlled or changed, which is defined as an action. Before defining

formally a reduct, it is necessary to introduce a discernibility relation.

Let objects x, y ∈ U and set of attributes B ⊂ A. We say that x, y are discernible

by B when there exists a ∈ B such that a(x) 6= b(y). x, y are indiscernible by B

when they are identical on B, that is, a(x) = b(y) for each a ∈ B. [x]B denotes a set

of objects indiscernible with x by B. Furthermore, following statements are true:

• for each objects x, y either [x]B = [y]B or [x]B ∩ [y]B = ∅,

• indiscernibility relation is an equivalence relation,

• each set of attributes A ⊂ B determines a partition of a set of objects into

disjoint subsets.

A set of attributes B ⊂ A is called reduct of the decision table if and only if:

• B keeps the discernibility of A, that is, for each x, y ∈ U , if x, y are discernible

by A, then they are also discernible by B,

• B is irreducible, that is, none of its proper subset keeps discernibility properties

of A (that is, B is minimal in terms of discernibility).

The set of attributes appearing in every reduct of information system A (decision

table DT ) is called the core.

For example, in order to allow for local and temporal analysis of the considered

application, the yearly global NPS data (2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015) is divided

into separate client data (38 datasets for each year in total). For each such extracted
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dataset a corresponding feature selection, transformation is performed and then an

attribute reduction algorithm is run (with RSES package [8]).

3.1.2 Classification

To guarantee mining high quality action rules, the best classifiers have to be con-

structed first. Also, the results of classification provide an overview of the consistency

of knowledge hidden in the dataset. The better the classification results the more con-

sistent and accurate knowledge stored in the data. Also, better ability of the system

to recognize Promoters/Passives/Detractor correctly is a foundation for the system

to give accurate results.

For example, to track the accuracy of the models built on the yearly client data clas-

sification experiments for each client’s dataset and for each year has been performed.

Evaluation was performed with 10-fold cross-validation on decomposition tree classi-

fiers with RSES package (Rough Set Exploration System [8]).

Decomposition trees are used to split data set into fragments not larger than a pre-

defined size. These fragments, after decomposition represented as leaves in decom-

position tree, are supposed to be more uniform. The subsets of data in the leaves of

decomposition tree are used for calculation of decision rules.

The results from each classification task: accuracy, coverage, confusion matrix were

saved.

3.1.2.1 Decision rule

The decision rule, for a given decision table, is a rule in the form: (φ→ δ), where

φ is called antecedent (or assumption) and δ is called descendant (or thesis) of the
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rule. The antecedent for an atomic rule can be a single term or a conjunction of k

elementary conditions : φ = p1∧p2∧...∧pn, and δ is a decision attribute. Decision rule

describing a class Kj means that objects, which satisfy (match) the rule’s antecedent,

belong to Kj.

In the context of prediction problem, decision rules generated from training dataset,

are used for classifying new objects (for example classifying a new customer for NPS

category). New objects are understood as objects that were not used for the rules

induction (new customers surveyed). The new objects are described by attribute

values (for instance a customer with survey’s responses). The goal of classification is

to assign a new object to one of the decision classes.

3.1.3 Action rules

Action rule concept was firstly proposed by Ras and Wieczorkowska in [63], and

since then they have been successfully applied in many domain areas including busi-

ness ([63]), medical diagnosis and treatment ([76]), music automatic indexing and

retrieval ([62]).

Action rules present a new way in machine learning domain that solve problems that

traditional methods, such as classification or association rules cannot handle. The

purpose is to analyze data to improve understanding of it and seek specific actions

(recommendations) to enhance the decision-making process. An action is understood

as a way of controlling or changing some of attribute values in an information system

to achieve desired results [37]. An action rule is defined [63] as a rule extracted from

an information system, that describes a transition that may occur within objects
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from one state to another, with respect to decision attribute, as defined by the user.

Decision attribute is a distinguished attribute ([63]), while the rest of the attributes

are partitioned into stable and flexible attributes.

In nomenclature, action rule is defined as a term: [(ω)∧(α→ β)→ (Φ→ Ψ)] , where

ω denotes conjunction of fixed stable attributes, (α → β) are proposed changes in

values of flexible attributes, and (Φ → Ψ) is a desired change of decision attribute

(action effect).

So, in the considered domain, decision attribute is PromoterStatus (with values

Promoter, Passive, Detractor). Let us assume that Φ means ’Detractors’ and Ψ means

’Promoters’. The discovered knowledge would indicate how the values of flexible

attributes need to be changed under the condition specified by stable attributes so

the customers classified as Detractors should become Promoters. So, an action rule

discovery applied to customer data would suggest a change in flexible attribute values,

such as different benchmarks to help ”reclassify” or ”transit” an object (customer)

to a different category (Passive or Promoter) and consequently, attain better overall

customer satisfaction.

An action rule is built from atomic action sets. Atomic action term is an ex-

pression (a, a1 → a2), where a is attribute, and a1, a2 ∈ Va, where Va is a domain of

attribute a. If a1 = a2 then a is called stable on a1.

By action sets we mean the smallest collection of sets such that:

1. If t is an atomic action term, then t is an action set.

2. If t1, t2 are action sets, then t1 ∧ t2 is a candidate action set.
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3. If t is a candidate action set and for any two atomic actions (a, a1 → a2),

(b, b1 → b2) contained in t we have a 6= b, then t is an action set. Here b is

another attribute (b ∈ A), and b1, b2 ∈ Vb.

By an action rule we mean any expression r = [t1 ⇒ t2], where t1 and t2 are action

sets. The interpretation of the action rule r is, that by applying the action set

t1, we would get, as a result, the changes of states in action set t2. So, action rule

suggests the smallest set of necessary actions needed for switching from current state

to another within the states of the decision attribute.

The ultimate goal of building an efficient recommender system is to provide action-

able suggestions for improving a client’s performance (improving its NPS efficiency

rating). Extracting action rules is one of the most operative methods here and it has

been applied to various application areas like medicine (developing medical treatment

methods) or sound processing.

The application of action rules in the considered domain: clients’ datasets are mined

for finding action rules, that is, rules which indicate actions to be taken in order to

increase Net Promoter Score. The results of action rule mining are used in the process

of generating recommendations in the proposed knowledge-based system.

3.1.4 Clustering

It is believed that clients can collaborate with each other by exchanging knowl-

edge hidden in datasets and they can benefit from others whose hidden knowledge is

similar. In order to recommend items (actions to improve in the service, products),

one needs to consider not only historical feedback of customers for this client, but
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also look at clients who are similar in some way, but perform better. The concept of

semantic similarity is used to compare clients, which is defined as similarity of their

knowledge concerning the meaning of three concepts: Promoter, Passive, and Detrac-

tor. Clients who are semantically close to each other can have their datasets merged

and the same considered as a single client from the business perspective (customers

have similar opinion about them).

In the proposed approach hierarchical clustering algorithm is used to generate the

nearest neighbors of each client. Given the definition of semantic similarity, the dis-

tance between any pairs of clients are quantified in a semantic way and the smaller

the distance is, the more similar the clients are. A semantic similarity-based distance

matrix is built on top of the definition. With the distance matrix, a hierarchical clus-

tering structure (dendrogram) is generated by applying an agglomerative clustering

algorithm (with the R package).

A dendrogram is a node-link diagram that places leaf nodes of the tree at the same

depth. If describing it using tree-structure-based terminology, every leaf node in the

dendrogram represents the corresponding client as the number shown, and the depth

of one node is the length of the path from it to the root, so the lower difference of the

depth between two leaf nodes, the more semantically similar they are to each other.

With the dendrogram it is easy to find out the groups of clients which are relatively

closer to each other in semantic similarity.
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3.2 Text Mining

This subsection describes the background necessary to understand approach and

techniques used in the built Recommender System to mine text data of customer

reviews. It also surveys the existing approaches and applications in the area of text

mining with a focus on sentiment analysis.

3.2.1 Sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis and opinion mining is the field of study that analyzes people’s

opinions, sentiments, evaluations, attitudes, and emotions from written language. It

became one of the most active research areas in natural language processing, widely

studied in data mining, Web mining and text mining. Sentiment analysis systems

are being applied in almost every business and social domain because opinions are

central to almost all human activities and are key influencers of our behaviors.

Sentiment analysis is usually part of a larger text analytics framework and involves

analyzing subjective part for their polarity (whether they denote positive opinion or

negative opinion). Analyzing the opinion can be performed at three levels ([29]):

extracting the overall sentiment of an entire comment (document-level), on each sen-

tence of a comment or in reference to certain aspects or features of the product/service

(e.g., price, staff, service). Document-level sentiment analysis is mostly based on su-

pervised learning techniques (classification), but there are also some unsupervised

methods ([38]).

Sentiment classification can be obviously formulated as a classification problem

with two decision classes: positive and negative. Existing supervised methods can
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be readily applied to sentiment classification: Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines

(SVM), etc. The earliest work of automatic sentiment classification at document level

is [57] where such approach was taken to classify movie reviews from IMDB into two

classes, positive and negative. Features used to classify could be: terms and their

frequency, part of speech tags, opinion words, syntactic dependency, negation ([56]).

Besides binary prediction of sentiment, there was also research conducted aimed at

predicting the rating scores of reviews ([55]). In this case problem was formulated as a

regression problem (as the rating scores are ordinal), and solved using SVM regression.

There were also unsupervised methods proposed for sentiment classification: Turney

et al. ([73]) performed classification based on some fixed syntactic patterns that

are likely to be used to express opinions. The syntactic patterns were composed of

part-of-speech tags.

At the sentence level, each sentence in the document is analyzed and classified as

either positive or negative. The methods are similar as in case of document-level

sentiment analysis. In [49] sentence level sentiment analysis is using rules based on

clauses of a sentence.

Sentiment classification does not try to find concrete features that were commented

on - therefore, its granularity of analysis is different to that of aspect-based sentiment

analysis.

3.2.2 Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis

Opinions extracted at the document or at the sentence level often do not provide

the necessary detail needed for some applications which require sentiment analysis on
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some aspects or features of the object (on what people exactly liked and did not like).

Aspect-level sentiment analysis performs a fine-grained analysis. It is based on the

idea that an opinion consists of a sentiment (positive or negative) and a target (of

opinion). It helps to understand the sentiment problem better and to address mixed

opinions, such as: “Although the service is not that great, I still love this restaurant”.

This sentence has a positive tone, but in the aspect of service is negative.

The major tasks in the aspect-based sentiment analysis are (Damerau, 2010):

• Aspect extraction (feature identification).

• Recognition of polarity towards given aspect (positive / negative / neutral).

• Producing structured summary of opinions about aspects, which can be further

used for qualitative and quantitative analyses.

The text mining process for Web reviews involving aspect-based sentiment analy-

sis and summarization is described in paper [36], which is considered pioneer work

on feature-based opinion summarization. Three subtasks of generating feature-based

summaries are defined: (1) identifying features of the product, (2) identifying re-

view opinionated sentences, (3) producing summaries. The framework for opinion

summarization system is depicted in Figure 3.

The system crawls the Web for the customer reviews and stores them in a database.

Then it extracts most frequent features on which people expressed their opinion (with

the use of part-of-speech tagging). They use association rule mining based on the

Apriori algorithm to extract frequent itemsets as explicit product features. Itemsets

that have support at least equal to minimum support are called frequent itemsets
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Figure 3: Feature-based opinion summarization process. Source:[36]

([26]). Secondly, opinion words are extracted using the resulting frequent features

and semantic orientations of the opinion words are determined based on WordNet

and positive / negative word dictionary. This way opinion sentences are identified -

opinion sentence must contain one or more feature words as well as opinion words

describing these features. In the last steps, the orientation of each opinion sentence

is identified and a final summary is produced. This approach also handles negations

and ’but-clauses’. At the end, it applies an opinion aggregation function to determine

the final orientation of the opinion on each object feature in the sentence.
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3.2.3 Aspect extraction

In case of lack of domain knowledge and consequently domain-specific aspect dictio-

nary an important step in sentiment analysis is aspect extraction. Aspect extraction

can be seen as an information extraction task. There are four main approaches:

• Extraction based on frequent nouns and noun phrases.

• Extraction by exploiting opinion and target relations (syntactical relations).

• Supervised learning.

• Topic modeling / unsupervised learning.

There exist variety of methods for aspect extraction, such as word n-grams, bi-grams,

word cluster, casting, POS tagging, parse dependencies, relations and punctuations

marks. Supervised learning techniques include: Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and

Conditional Random Fields (CRF).

Topic modeling is an unsupervised learning method that assumes each document

consists of a mixture of topics and each topic is a probability distribution over words.

There were two basic models: pLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis - [35])

and LDA (Latent Dirichlet allocation - [21]) .

In paper [60] an unsupervised information extraction system called OPINE was

developed. OPINE first extracts noun phrases from reviews and retains those with

frequency greater than an experimentally set threshold. Yi et al ([78]) proposed a

term extraction technique based on heuristics and selection algorithms. They are

also using sentiment extraction pattern as a processing step to opinion extraction.
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Zhuang et al ([82]) proposed a multi-knowledge based approach for movie review

and summarization - they used the keyword list and dependency relation templates

together to mine explicit feature-opinion pairs. In [70] method based on syntactical

dependency relations was presented for extracting the product feature and identifying

opinions that associate with product features in each sentence. Their approach is

presented in Figure 4. First, they perform pre-processing - parsing and dependency

Figure 4: Architecture of the system for mining Feature-Opinion words based on
syntactical dependency. Source:[70]

analysis. The reviews are parsed by the use of the Stanford Parser [48]. As a result

a dependency tree is generated (Figure 5). While parsing the sentence, noun phrases

are identified as a product feature candidates using linguistic pattern. Then for

each product feature candidate in every dependency parse tree, related opinion words

are searched for amongst adjectives and verbs. A set of candidate feature-opinion

pairs is generated and then probabilistic based model (Maximum Entropy Model)
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Figure 5: Example of syntactical dependency tree. Source:[70]

is used to predict the relevance of each such relationship. Additionally, authors of

these papers proposed using product ontology to resolve the problem of incompatible

terminology (different customers referring to the same product features using different

terminology). Ontology contains encoded semantic information and provides a source

of shared and precisely defined terms.

After aspect extraction, optional step is to group these into synonymous aspect

categories, so that each category represents a unique aspect. For example, “call

quality” and “voice quality” refer to the same aspect for phones. Carenini et al.

([24]) proposed the first method to deal with this problem. It was based on several

similarity metrics defined using string similarity, synonyms, and lexical distances

measured using WordNet. In Yu et al. ([79]) a more sophisticated method was

proposed to also use publicly available hierarchies/taxonomies of products and the

actual product reviews to generate the ultimate aspect hierarchies. In Zhai et al.

([80]), a semi-supervised learning method was proposed to group aspect expressions

into some user-specified aspect categories.
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3.2.4 Polarity calculation

The most important indicators of sentiments are sentiment words (opinion words).

A list of such words is called sentiment lexicon (opinion lexicons). Opinion lexi-

cons are resources that associate sentiment orientation and words. Over the years,

researchers have designed numerous algorithms to compile such lexicons. These lex-

icons can be used not only for polarity detection but also for further supervised

expansions of lexicons, as presented in [23] (for tweets).

3.2.4.1 Bing Liu

Hu and Liu ([36]) used a sentiment orientation labeled list of adjectives (this list

was expanded with some nouns by Liu et al [46]). It consists of two lists: one has

positive entries (in number of 2003) and the other - negative (4782).

3.2.4.2 SentiWordNet

The most popular sentiment dictionary is SentiWordNet, built on top of WordNet

(a lexical database for the English language - [30]), where a pair of positive and

negative polarity score is assigned to each sense of a word ([19]). SentiWordNet entry

for each word comprises of all the possible parts of speech in which the word could

appear, all the senses corresponding to each part of speech and a pair of polarity

scores associated with each sense. There are 28,431 sentiment bearing entries (out of

total 86,994 WordNet terms). The range for positive and negative polarity scores is

from 0 to 1. The default algorithm (provided by SentiWordnet website) calculates an

overall polarity as: Positive score - Negative Score, for each sense of a word. Next it
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calculates a weighted sum of all the overall polarities for all the senses of the word,

with the weights defined as the ranks of senses. The polarity scores in SentiWordNet

were generated automatically using a semi-supervised method described in [28].

3.2.4.3 AFINN

AFINN is a strength-oriented lexicon ([54]) with positive words (564 in total) scored

from 1 to 5 and negative words (964) scored from -1 to -5. It also includes slang,

obscene words, acronyms and Web jargon.

3.2.4.4 MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon

This lexicon was created by Wilson et al. ([77]) as a part of their system Opinion-

Finder. The lexicon consists of positive (2,295), negative (4,148) and neutral words

(424).

3.2.4.5 NRC emotion Lexicon

This is emotion-oriented lexicon created by conducting a tagging process on the

crowdsourcing Amazon Mechanical Turk platform ([51]). The words are annotated

by eight emotions: joy, trust, sadness, anger, surprise, fear, anticipation, disgust, as

well as two polarity classes: positive (2,312) and negative (3,324). There are also

words not associated with any emotional state and tagged as neutral (7,714).

3.2.5 Natural Language Processing Issues

Although sentiment words are important for sentiment analysis, only using them

is not sufficient. Natural Language recognition is much more complex:

• Words can have opposite orientations in different application domain.
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• Sentiment word might not express opinion in question (interrogative) sentences

and conditional sentences (e.g. “Can you tell me which Sony camera is good?,

“If I can find a good camera in the shop, I will buy it”).

• Sarcastic sentences are hard to deal with.

• Sentences without sentiment words can also imply opinions (e.g. “This dish-

washer uses a lot of water”).

Besides, sentiment analysis as each NLP task must handle coreference, negation,

disambiguation, comparative sentences.

3.2.6 Summary generation

In most sentiment analysis application, one needs to study opinions from many

people due to subjective nature of opinions. Some form of summary is needed. It

is a next step, after detecting aspect, opinion words and calculating polarity. It

involves two basic steps as described in [36], pioneering work on review mining and

summarization:

• For each feature, associated opinion sentences are put into positive and neg-

ative buckets (according to the calculated polarity). Optionally, a count can

be calculated so that to show how many there are positive/negative comments

about a particular feature.

• Features are ranked according to the frequency of their appearances in the

reviews.
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Example of reviews’ summary is shown in Figure 6 - for the feature “picture” of a

digital camera:

Figure 6: Example of summary generation. Source:[36]

3.2.7 Visualizations

The work in “Visualizing Multiple Variables Across Scale and Geography” ([32])

from the 2015 IEEE VIS conference attempted a multidimensional attribute analysis

varying across time and geography. Especially interesting is approach for analyzing

attributes in terms of their correlation to the decision attribute, which involves both

global and local statistics. The sequence of panels allows for a more fine-grained,

sequential analysis by discovering strongly correlated variables at a global level, and

then investigating it through geographical variation at the local level (see Figure

7). The approach presented in the paper supports a correlation analysis in many

dimensions, including geography and time, as well as, in our case - particular com-

pany, which bears similarity to the problem within this research. The visualization

proposed in the paper helps in finding more discriminative profiles when creating

geo-demographic classifiers. For review summarization purposes, often a variety of
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Figure 7: Multivariate comparison across scale and geography showing correlation in
[32].

visualization methods are deployed. In its very basic form, for example, Amazon

displays an average rating and a number of reviews next to it. Mousing over the

stars brings up a histogram of reviewer ratings annotated with counts for the 5-star

reviews, 4-star reviews, etc.

As another example, a sample output of the Opinion Observer system ([46]) is

depicted in Figure 8, where the portion of a bar projecting above the centered “hori-

zon” line represents the number of positive opinions about a certain product feature,

and the portion of the bar below the line represents the number of negative opinions.

While the data for the features are presented sequentially in Figure 8 (first “General”,

then “LCD”, and so forth), an alternative visualization technique called a rose plot

is exemplified in Figure 9, which depicts a sample output of the system developed by

Gregory at al. [33].

The median and quartiles across a document sub-collection of the percentage of

positive and negative words per document, together with similar data for other pos-

sible affect-classification dimensions, are represented via a variant of box plots.

Morinaga et al. ([52]) proposed to visualize degrees of association between prod-
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Figure 8: Visualization for aspect-based review summarization developed within [46].

Figure 9: Rose plots technique for visualizing an affective content of the documents.
Source: [33]

ucts and opinion-indicative terms of a pre-specified polarity. Principal component

analysis is applied to two-dimensional visualization (Figure 10), such that nearness

corresponds to strength of association.

3.2.8 Measuring the Economic Impact of Sentiment

Reviews influence both purchasing decisions of other customers reading the reviews

as well as product manufacturers making product-development, marketing and ad-

vertising decisions. However subjective perception of “the influenced” and reality
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Figure 10: Principal-Components-analysis visualization of associations between prod-
ucts (squares) and automatically selected opinion-oriented terms (circles). Source:
[52]

might differ. Therefore, a key element is to understand the real economic impact

of sentiment expressed in surveys and reviews. The results of such analysis can be

used by companies to estimate how much effort and resources should be allocated to

address the issues.

There already have been conducted a vast study within the economics and market-

ing literature to find out whether the polarity has a measurable, significant influence

on customers (e.g. [67], [68]).

The most popular approach is to use hedonic regression to analyze the value and

the significance of different item features to some function, such as a measure of

utility to the customer, using historic data ([65]). Specific economic functions under

examination include revenue, revenue growth, stock trading volume, etc. It is worth
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noticing that different subsegments of the consumer population may react differently.

Additionally, in some studies, positive ratings have an effect but negatives ones do

not, and in other studies the opposite effect is seen. Anyway, in most studies a

positive correlation affect is observed between survey polarity and economic effect -

correlation statistically significant (e.g. [18], [20], [25], [27], [47], [50], [72]).

Work in [31] attempts to assign a “dollar value” to various adjective-noun pairs,

adverb-verb pairs and similar lexical configurations.



CHAPTER 4: OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDER SYSTEM ENGINE

This chapter presents the architecture and mechanism (“engine”) of the proposed

Recommender System built from structured and unstructured customer data.

4.1 High-level architecture

The built recommender system is data-driven, that is, works based on the data

collected historically year by year. The data has to be further preprocessed to be

useful for the purpose of knowledge extraction. New features are added and the col-

umn values are standardized and completed. The dataset is divided into single-clients

datasets. All these processes are described in the next section.

GUI module of the recommender system (in Java) implements main use cases the user

interacts with the system (see Figure 11). The user chooses (in an Overview panel)

the year and survey category on what basis the analysis will be conducted. Next,

the chosen client’s dataset is expanded with other semantically similar (but better

performing, in terms of NPS) clients’ datasets (in HAMIS process tab). The expan-

sion process is implemented by HAMIS module (HAMIS stands for “Hierarchically

Agglomerative Method for Improving NPS”). HAMIS works by calculating classifi-

cation results on datasets first, then based on them it calculates semantic similarity

distance between each pair of clients is found. The clients are semantically simi-

lar if the classifier run on their datasets gives similar results in terms of recognizing
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Figure 11: Architecture and main use-cases of the data-driven and user-friendly Cus-
tomer Loyalty Improvement Recommender System.
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different categories of customers (Promoters, Passives, Detractors). The distance ma-

trix (between each pair of clients) serves for building a structure called dendrogram,

which represents outcome of hierarchical clustering algorithm. Clustering is a ma-

chine learning method that groups objects (clients) according to a predefined metric

(semantic similarity distance). The dendrogram is a tree-based structure which visu-

ally represents which clients are close (similar) to each other. The closer they are in a

tree structure, the more similar they are. Based on clusters (formed in a dendrogram

structure) expanded datasets are generated (by procedure defined as “climbing the

dendrogram” in a bottom up manner). The expanded datasets serve as an input for

the action rule mining module. Action rules show which actions should be undertaken

to transform customers being labeled unfavorably (such as Detractor or Passive) to

a favorable state (in our case-Promoter). The logic behind using expanded datasets

for action rule mining is that the worse-performing clients can learn from knowledge

gathered by the better-performing clients. The actions are extracted in the form of

the changes in the benchmark score (for example, Benchmark: “Service-Repair Com-

pleted When Promised 5→ 8”). These “atomic” actions have to be triggered by some

higher-level events, which we call meta-actions.

Meta actions are mined in the Meta-Action Miner tab. The process is implemented

in the Meta Action Miner module as a text mining process extracting sentiment from

text comments complimentary to surveys. Meta Action Organizer module implements

the mechanism of triggering action rules by meta actions. The former process consists

of text preprocessing: parsing and POS tagging, extracting sentiment based on opin-

ion words list, aspect-based sentiment extraction (based on pre-defined dictionary of
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features and their aspects), text summarization (clustering into actual meta-actions).

Finally, meta-nodes are created from different combinations of meta-actions. Based

on the impact of the meta-actions triggering action rules (and the same scope of

changing customers into Promoters) the NPS effect for each meta-node is also cal-

culated. Meta-nodes with the largest effect are considered as recommendations of a

system to the user to improve NPS.

The final results of mining are displayed in a web interface (or optionally in the

overview panel) in the form of recommendable items. Each item consists of a set of

options introduced as changes to improve NPS. Each item is characterized by an at-

tractiveness, derived from the NPS Impact (calculated by the system based on mining

results) and from the feasibility of particular changes as stated by the user based on

a current clients situation and capabilities of introducing the changes. The items are

displayed as bubbles located and colored in a chart according to their attractiveness.

Each item can be further analyzed by reviewing actions it suggests to introduce and

all the raw comments (divided into positive and negative) associated with the area

(aspect) of the action.

4.2 Data preparation

Usually, much of the raw data contained in the databases is unpreprocessed, in-

complete, and noisy [43]. Examples include:

• Fields that are obsolete,

• Missing values,

• Outliers,
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• Data in a form not suitable for the data mining models,

• Values not consistent with policy or common sense.

The raw data available for this research is collected by interviewers conducting tele-

phone surveys with customers. The data is inserted into forms manually by interview-

ers. Therefore, as each manually entered data it is prone to mistakes, inconsistencies

and typing errors. Thus, the data should be preprocessed to make it useful for data

mining and consequently yield reliable results. The preprocessing includes data clean-

ing and data transformation.

4.2.1 Raw data import

The data is highly multidimensional. There are different types of surveys - ques-

tions asked for each type of survey are different, as well as set of asked questions

vary between companies. Also, questions change in surveys year by year or even

within a year. Consequently, features (benchmarks) are not stable. This results in

dataset complexity. The data from the consulting company’s database is retrieved

into spreadsheet files by means of dynamic reports: the report pulls whatever bench-

marks were added as additional columns. If the benchmark has no answers for any

of the records in the selection criteria, it is not added to the report.

The customer dataset received from the year 2016 included all the transactions

within the specified date range. The raw data was received in two parts, because of

the data volume that a single Excel file could not handle.

For further data preprocessing it was necessary to merge both parts and import the

data into the SQL database. The first data part (from January to June) had 32,169
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Figure 12: Control Flow task definition for the process of importing the data.

transactions, while the second part (June - December 2016)-45,905. The dimension-

ality of the former-485, the latter-638 columns. The total dataset consists of 78,074

records and 638 columns. The first problem related to importing data from Excel

was that SQL Import tool does not handle tables with more than 255 columns. The

second problem was related to merging tables from different halves of the year, that

is, tables with different number of columns. As a solution, SQL Server Integration

Services was used to develop complex and custom ETL (Extraction, Transformation,

Loading) processes. The first problem mentioned above was solved by means of divid-

ing data vertically, importing them to the database and merging data again vertically.

The second problem was solved by merging data horizontally (see Figure 12 for the

Control Flow of the tasks defined in SSIS).

Firstly, for each Excel source file names were defined for accordingly importable

chunk of spreadsheet. For the first excel source file (485 columns) the names were

defined for:
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• Columns from 1 to 255

• Columns from 256 to 500

For the second Excel file (with 638 columns), three names were defined:

• Columns from 1 to 255

• Columns from 256 to 500

• Columns from 500 above

Figure 13: Data Flow task definition for the process of exporting data from Excel
to database in two vertical partitions (division based on columns) and adding Index
column.

Each name within each Excel source file was defined as a separate source in a SSIS

Data Flow task (see Figure 13). Next, the data divided by columns was merged

by means of artificially created Index for each row. The additional Index column

was created with Script Component. The Merge Join transformation combined all
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Figure 14: Data Flow task definition for the process of merging rows based on Index
column.

Figure 15: Data Flow task definition for the process of combining two parts of 2016
into one final table (merging data horizontally with UNION ALL).
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columns into one table for each record based on the Index column (see Figure 14). As

a result, two intermediate tables were created for database: 20161 (for the first half of

2016) and 20162 (for the second half of 2016). In the last Data Flow task both tables

were combined into one final table for the year 2016, taking into account different

number of columns (Union All component was used for combining rows from both

sources)-see Figure 15.

4.2.2 Data preprocessing

Preprocessing steps typically include:

• Data cleaning

• Handling missing data

• Transforming into numerical variables

Initially, all preprocessing steps were performed manually by means of scripts (see

Figure 16). To automatize all data preprocessing, a package in SQL Server Integration

Services was used (Figure 17). Each of the following preprocessing steps were develop

by means of Execute T-SQL Statement task, which basically allows to execute any

T-SQL script. With the package it is possible to execute all preprocessing steps

sequentially (Figure 18). The package can also be executed from Java environment,

which makes another step into automatizing the whole Recommender System.

1. Preprocessing Date column - transforming date columns (DateInterviewed,

InvoiceDate, WorkOrderCloseDate) to numbers. Features in a date format (mm-dd-

yy or yy-mm-dd) are difficult for machine learning algorithms to handle. Therefore,
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Figure 16: Initial manual preprocessing of the data before loading it into Recom-
mender System.

Figure 17: Diagram showing automation of the data preprocessing that can be also
inetgrated into Recommender System.

the dates were transformed to numbers by counting the days from one specified day

(we use 12-31-2014 as the interview dates are for year 2016, but some invoice date

happened to be in 2015). The new numerical values for the new columns denote

which consecutive day starting from first day of 2015 it was.

2. Updated Contact Name is a column that contains the new updated contact

person name. Based on that column, a new column UpdatedContactNameNew was

added. It informs whether a contact has been updated, with value “Yes” denoting that

contact name has been updated (when Updated Contact Name contains a value), and
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Figure 18: Preprocessing steps implemented in SQL Server Integration Services.
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“No” denoting that the contact name has not been updated (when Updated Contact

Name is empty). Again, this binary column is much more convenient for algorithms to

handle than practically unique values of columns Contact Name / Updated Contact

Name.

3. Imputing missing values for the column ’State’ based on data in Zip and

Contact Phone (area code) columns. The column State originally was missing values

for 35,457 rows (about 45%). After applying the script on completing the data based

on the Zip column (which was missing for only 4,791 rows), the data incompleteness

for ’State’ shrank to only 94 records (0.12%). The new column with the inputted

values was called State Update.

4. Cleaning the values in Location column for example, some values have

erroneously numbers in their names

5. Cleaning the values in Internal Contact Code column, adding “ICC”

at the beginning.

6. Extracting Area Code from Contact Phone column. First, cleaning

is done on Contact Phone column, removing all non-numeric data. As a standard,

phone should be represented as ten digits, but there are different variants of the nota-

tion in the databases including parentheses for the first three digits, dashes between

sequences of digits, etc. However, given the uniqueness of each phone number, stan-

dardization of format is not sufficient. We need to decrease selectivity of the column,

and therefore it was decided to keep only three first digits which retain information

about customers locations by means of area codes. Therefore, based on area code,

customers from the same area can be identified. The new column Contact Phone
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area code has categorical values, and adds letters “CP” at the beginning if the area

code was derived from Contact Phone or “UP” if it was derived from Updated Phone

column.

7. Repair Cost completing the column with value “0” if it is empty.

8. Cleaning the Zip column by keeping only first 5 digit (format for Zip column

varies in original data).

9. Cleaning the CIC Code and PWC Code columns from numerical values

defining CIC category column as first two letters from the codes.

10. Adding column on County, based on Zip code and Contact Phone Area

Code. Cleaned and transformed data can be further used for data mining tasks, such

as classification and action rule mining.

In summary, the benefits of the presented data import and preprocessing solution

with the use of SQl Server Integration Services and tested on 2016 data are as follows:

• A package implemented once, can be executed many times,

• ETL processes can be customized and modified according to the needs,

• SSIS offers validity check,

• A package can be executed from the Java environment and therefore can be

integrated into Recommender System.

4.3 Semantic similarity

The dataset was divided into single-client subsets (38 in total). Additional at-

tributes were developed, including spacial and temporal attributes.
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In the first place, classification experiments were conducted for each single dataset

in order to determine the predictive capability of a standard classifier model and the

same ability to discern and recognize different types of customers (Promoters, Pas-

sives and Detractors). It was discovered that the classifier’s accuracy/coverage was

high for the category “Promoters”, but low for the two other categories “Passives”

and “Detractors”.

RSES (Rough Set Exploration System [8]) was used to conduct initial experiments.

The results of the classification experiments - accuracy, coverage and confusion ma-

trix, for Service data for each client were implemented into a visualization system

(Chapter 5).

Following the classification experiments, the notion of semantic similarity was defined

([39]). Assuming that RC[1] and RC[2] are the sets of classification rules extracted

from the single-client datasets (of clients C1 and C2 ), and also:

RC[1] = RC[1, P romoter] ∪ RC[1, Passive] ∪ RC[1, Detractor], where the above

three sets are collections of classification rules defining correspondingly: “Promoter”,

“Passive” and “Detractor”:

RC[1, P romoter] = {r[1, P romoter, i] : i ∈ IPr}

RC[1, Passive] = {r[1, Passive, i] : i ∈ IPs}

RC[1, Detractor] = {r[1, Detractor, i] : i ∈ IDr}

In a similar way we define: RC[2] = RC[2, P romoter]∪RC[2, Passive]∪RC[2, Detractor].

RC[2, P romoter] = {r[2, P romoter, i] : i ∈ JPr}

RC[2, Passive] = {r[2, Passive, i] : i ∈ JPs}

RC[2, Detractor] = {r[2, Detractor, i] : i ∈ JDr}
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By C1[1, P romoter, i], C1[1, Passive, i], C1[1, Detractor, i] we mean confidences of

corresponding rules in a dataset for client C1.

We define C2[1, P romoter, i], C2[1, Passive, i], C2[1, Detractor, i] as confidences of

rules extracted from C1 calculated for C2.

Analogously, C2[2, P romoter, i], C2[2, Passive, i], C2[2, Detractor, i] are confidences

of rules extracted from C2, and C1[2, P romoter, i], C1[2, Passive, i], C1[2, Detractor, i]

are confidences of rules extracted from client C2 calculated for client C1.

Based on the above, the concept of semantic similarity between clients C1, C2, de-

noted by SemSim(C1, C2) was defined as follows:

SemSim(C1, C2) =

∑
{C1[1,P romoter,k]−C2[1,P romoter,k]|k∈IPr}

card(IPr)
+

∑
{C1[1,Passive,k]−C2[1,Passive,k]|k∈IPs}

card(IPs)

+
∑
{C1[1,Detractor,k]−C2[1,Detractor,k]|k∈IDr}

card(IDr)
+

∑
{C2[2,P romoter,k]−C1[2,P romoter,k]|k∈IPr}

card(JPr)

+
∑
{C2[2,Passive,k]−C1[2,Passive,k]|k∈IPs}

card(JPs)
+

∑
{C2[2,Detractor,k]−C1[2,Detractor,k]|k∈JDr}

card(JDr)

The metric is used to find clients similar to a current client in semantic terms. It

calculates the distance between each pair of clients. The smaller the distance is, the

more similar the clients are. The resulting distance matrix serves as an input to the

hierarchical clustering algorithm. The output of the algorithm is a structure, called

dendrogram.

4.4 Hierarchical Agglomerative Method for Improving NPS

Hierarchical Agglomerative Method for Improving NPS (HAMIS) was proposed in

Kuang at al ([41]) as a strategy for improving NPS of a company based on its local

knowledge and knowledge collected from other semantically similar companies oper-
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Figure 19: Javascript-based visualization of the dendrogram showing semantic sim-
ilarity between clients in 2015: chosen Client9 with highlighted semantically similar
clients ordered by numbers.

ating in the same type of industry. The strategy is based on the definition of semantic

similarity introduced in the previous section. HAMIS is a dendrogram built by using

agglomerative clustering strategy and semantic distance between clients.

The dendrogram was visualized in the web-based system by means of a node-link

diagram that places leaf nodes of the tree at the same depth (see Figure 19). The

clients (leaf nodes) are aligned on the right edge, with the clusters (internal nodes) -

to the left. The data shows the hierarchy of client clusters, with the root node being

“All” clients. The visualization facilitates comparing the clients by means of similar-

ity. The nodes that are semantically closest to the chosen client are the leaf nodes

on the sibling side. The diagram is interactive: after clicking on the client node, all

the semantically similar clients are highlighted with numbers in parentheses denoting

sequence of the most similar clients (with 1 - denoting the first most similar client, 2

- the second similar, etc.), and the color strength corresponding to the similarity.
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The dendrogram was used to construct new “merged” datasets for further data min-

ing (in particular, action rule mining, described in the next section). The merged

datasets replace a current client’s dataset expanded by adding datasets of better per-

forming clients who are semantically similar to it. So, besides semantic similarity,

NPS efficiency rating is another primary measure considered when “merging” two

semantically similar clients ([41]). As a result of this strategy, the NPS rating of the

newly merged dataset will be higher than, or at least equal to, the dataset before

its extension. This way, we can offer recommendations to the company with a lower

NPS based on the data collected by companies with a higher NPS assuming that

these two are semantically similar (that is, their customers understand the concepts

of promoter, passive and detractor in a similar way). The second factor considered in

the merging operation, besides the NPS, is the quality and consistency of the newly

merged data. It is checked by means of F-score calculated for a classifier extracted

from the newly merged dataset. The F-score was chosen for keeping track of datasets

quality as it combines two other important metrics: accuracy and coverage of the

classifier. In summary, three conditions have to be met for the two datasets to be

merged:

• merged clients have to be semantically similar within defined threshold;

• NPS of the newly merged dataset must be equal or higher than the original

dataset’s score;

• F-score of the newly merged dataset must be equal or higher then the currently

considered dataset’s score.
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Figure 20: Results of running HAMIS procedure on 38 datasets representing clients for
Service survey data from 2016: the number of clients by which a client was extended
and its original NPS.

If these three conditions are met, the datasets are being merged, and correspondingly

the current NPS and F-score are updated as well. Then, the merging operation check

with the next candidate datasets is continued, until the merging conditions fail or the

root of hierarchical dendrogram is reached. By using dendrogram terminology, the

current node is being replaced by the newly updated resulting node by “climbing up”

the dendrogram. The HAMIS keeps expanding a current client by unionizing it with

all the clients satisfying the conditions. The candidates are checked in a top down

order based on their depth in the dendrogram: the smaller the depth of a candidate

is, the earlier the candidate will be checked. The detailed algorithm for HAMIS and

experiments on example runs with it are described in [41] and [39]. An example of

expanding datasets of 36 clients based on Service 2016 data is shown in Figure 20.

Half of the clients were extended by applying the HAMIS procedure, and a client was

extended on average by about 3 other datasets. It can be observed that generally
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clients with lower NPS were extended by a larger number of datasets. It shows that

their NPS can be improved more by using additional knowledge from semantically

similar, better performing clients. For example, in Figure 20, Client20 with the worst

NPS (of 63%) was extended by 10 other datasets and Client33 with the second worst

NPS (69%) was extended by 11 other datasets. Expanding the original, single-client

datasets was followed by action rule mining–the action rules mined from the extended

datasets are expected to be better in quality and quantity. Recommender system

based on action rules extracted from the extended datasets can give more promising

suggestions for improving clients’ NPS score. The more extended the datasets, the

better recommendations for improving NPS can be given by the system.

4.5 Action rules

The whole system is built from the knowledge extracted from the preprocessed

dataset in the form of action rules. The knowledge is in actionable format and col-

lected not only from the customers using certain business, but also from customers

using semantically similar businesses having a higher NPS score.

The concept of action rules was presented in Chapter 3. This kind of actions needs

to be extracted, so that an effective recommender system that provides actionable

suggestions for improving a client’s performance can be built.

The first step to extract action rules from the dataset by the recommender system is

to complete the initialization of the mining program by setting up all the variables.

This process consists of selecting stable attributes, flexible attributes and the deci-

sion attribute. We also need to set up the favorable state and the unfavorable state
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for the decision attribute, as well as minimum support of the rule and its minimum

confidence. PromoterScore is set as the decision attribute, with Promoter value to

be the target state (most favorable one) and Detractor the most undesirable state.

For the stable attributes, all features related to the general information about clients

and customers are considered; the final choice of stable attributes includes:

• ClientName - since rules should be client-oriented,

• Division - specific department,

• SurveyType - type of service: field trips, in-shop, parts, etc.

• ChannelType.

Initially, as the flexible attributes, all features denoting numerical benchmark ques-

tions were chosen, as it is believed that representing them areas of service/parts can

be changed by undertaking certain actions. This set of benchmarks has been reduced

to smaller set of benchmarks, which were considered critical. Then, they were used

for mining action rules. The choice of critical benchmarks was preceded by an anal-

ysis of decision reducts, which are visualized in a user-friendly interface built for the

recommender system (described in the next chapter).

4.6 Meta actions and triggering mechanism

The built recommender system is driven by action rules and meta-actions to pro-

vide proper suggestions to improve the revenue of companies. Action rules, described

in the previous section, show minimum changes needed for a client to be made in
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order to improve its ratings so it can move to the Promoter’s group. Action rules are

extracted from the client’s dataset expanded by HAMIS procedure, explained in the

previous sections.

Meta-actions are the triggers used for activating action rules [40] and making them

effective. The concept of meta-action was initially proposed in Wang et al.([75]) and

later defined in Ras et al. ([74]). Meta-actions are understood as higher-level actions.

While an action rule is understood as a set of atomic actions that need to be made for

achieving the expected result, meta-actions are the actions that need to be executed

in order to trigger corresponding atomic actions.

For example, the temperature of a patient cannot be lowered if he does not take a

drug used for this purpose - taking the drug would be an example of a higher-level

action which should trigger such a change. The relations between meta-actions and

changes of the attribute values they trigger can be modeled using either an influence

matrix or ontology.

An example of an influence matrix is shown in Table 1 ([39]). It describes the

relations between the meta-actions and atomic actions associated with them. At-

tribute a denotes stable attribute, b - flexible attribute, and d - decision attribute.

{M1,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6} is a set of meta-actions which hypothetically trigger action

rules. Each row denotes atomic actions that can be invoked by the set of meta-actions

listed in the first column. For example, in the first row, atomic actions (b1 → b2) and

(d1 → d2) can be activated by executing meta-actions M1, M2 and M3 together. In

the considered domain, it is assumed that one atomic action can be invoked by more

than one meta-action. A set of meta-actions (can be only one) triggers an action rule
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Table 1: Sample meta-actions influence matrix

a b d

{M1,M2,M3} b1 → b2 d1 → d2

{M1,M3,M4} a2 b2 → b3

{M5} a1 b2 → b1 d2 → d1

{M2,M4} b2 → b3 d1 → d2

{M1,M5,M6} b1 → b3 d1 → d2

that consists of atomic actions covered by these meta-actions. Also, some action rules

can be invoked by more than one set of meta-actions.

If the action rule r = (a, a2)AND(b, b1 → b2) =⇒ (d, d1 → d2) is to be triggered,

we consider the rule r to be the composition of two association rules r1 and r2, where

r1 = (a, a2)AND(b, b1) =⇒ (d, d1) and r2 = (a, a2)AND(b, b2) =⇒ (d, d2). The

rule r can be triggered by the combination of meta-actions listed in the first and

second row in Table 1, as meta-actions {M1,M2,M3,M4} cover all required atomic

actions: (a, a2), (b, b1 → b2), and (d, d1 → d2) in r. Also, one set of meta-actions

can potentially trigger multiple action rules. For example, the mentioned meta-

action set {M1,M2,M3,M4} triggers not only rule r, but also another rule, such

as [{(a, a2), (b, b2 → b3)} =⇒ {(d, d1 → d2)}], according to the second and fourth

row in Table 1, if such rule was extracted.

The goal is to select such a set of meta-actions which would trigger a larger number

of actions and the same bring greater effect in terms of NPS improvement. The effect

is quantified as following ([39]): supposing a set of meta-actions M = {M1,M2,Mn :

n > 0} triggers a set of action rules {r1, r2, . . . , rm : m > 0} that covers objects in a

dataset with no overlap. The coverage (support) of M is defined as the summation
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of the support of all covered action rules. That is, the total number of objects that

are affected by M in a dataset. The confidence of M is calculated by averaging the

confidence of all covered action rules:

sup(M) =
∑m

i=1 sup(ri)

conf(M) =
∑m

i=1 sup(ri)·conf(ri)∑m
i=1 sup(ri)

The effect of applying M is defined as the product of its support and confidence:

(sup(M) · conf(M)), which is a base for calculating the increment of NPS rating.

4.7 Text mining

Triggers aiming at different action rules are extracted from respectively relevant

comments left by customers in the domain ([40]). Text comments are a comple-

mentary part of structured surveys. For example, for a rule described by: r =

[(a, a2) ∧ (b, b1 → b2)] ⇒ (d, d1 → d2)], where a is a stable attribute, and b is a flex-

ible attribute, the clues for generating meta-actions are in the comments of records

matching the description: [(a, a2) ∧ (b, b1) ∧ (d, d1)] ∨ [(a, a2) ∧ (b; b2) ∧ (d, d2)].

Mining meta-actions consists of four characteristic steps involving sentiment anal-

ysis and text summarization ([42]), as described in Chapter 3 in greater detail:

1. Identifying opinion sentences and their orientation with localization;

2. Summarizing each opinion sentence using discovered dependency templates;

3. Opinion summarizations based on identified feature words;

4. Generating meta-actions with regard to given suggestions.

The whole process of mining customers comments uses sentiment analysis, text sum-
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marization and feature identification based on guided folksonomy (domain specific

dictionaries are built). It also generates appropriate suggestions, such as meta-actions,

which is important for the purpose of recommender system.

The schema of the presented aspect-based sentiment mining was inspired by a process

described in [36]. Sentiment analysis is generally defined as analyzing people’s opin-

ions, sentiments, evaluations, attitudes, and emotions from written language. Aspect-

based sentiment analysis is based on the idea that an opinion consists of a sentiment

(positive or negative) and a target of the opinion, that is, a specific aspect or feature

of the object. It offers more detailed and fine-grained analysis than document-level

or sentence-level sentiment analysis. The details are presented in Chapter 3.

Consequently, the first step in text mining consists of identifying an opinion sentence,

based on the occurrence of an opinion word. A dictionary (list) of positive and neg-

ative words (adjectives) were used for that purpose. Context (localization) was also

taken into account. For example, a comment “the charge was too high”, “high” is

recognized according to the adjective lists as neither positive nor negative. However,

the comment still presents an insightful opinion about discontent when it comes to

pricing. Therefore, “high” was added to the list as a negative in the context of pric-

ing.

In the next step, sentences with opinion words identified are shortened into segments.

Feature-opinion pairs are generated based on grammatical dependency relationships

between features and opinion words. The foundation of this step is the grammatical

relations defined by Stanford Typed Dependencies Manual ([48]) and generated by

Stanford Parser. A dependency relationship describes a grammatical relation between
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a governor word and a dependent word in a sentence. Given the wide definition of

dependency templates (about 50 defined dependencies in [48]), all the necessary re-

lations associated with opinion words can be identified. On top of it, negation and

’but’-clauses are identified.

Having extracted segments, feature words are identified using the supervised pattern

mining method (similarly as described in [45]). The Parts-of-Speech tags (POS) help

in the process of recognizing the features.

Opinion summarizations are used in many sentiment analysis works (first in [36]) to

generate a final review summary about the discovery results on feature and opin-

ions mining and also rank them according to their appearances in the reviews. In

this work, the focus was also on removing the redundancy of extracted segments and

clustering segments into different classes. The feature clustering was based on the

pre-defined list of seed words or phrases. To cluster a segment into the corresponding

class, its feature word or the base form of its feature is checked whether it exists in

any list of the seed words.

For the purpose of generating meta-actions, each feature class has been divided into

several subclasses. Each subclass is related to the specific aspect of that feature. The

aspects have been defined based on the domain knowledge.

The last step is generating meta-actions and providing them to the end business user

along with the comments from which they were mined. The recommendations are

divided into positive and negative recommendations. Negative opinions show the un-

desirable behaviors that should be fixed, while the positive segments indicate which

areas should be continued.



CHAPTER 5: VISUAL DATA ANALYSIS

Visual techniques were used to support complex customer data analytics and illus-

trate concepts and data mining algorithms behind the built Recommender System.

The implemented web-based visual system supports a feature analysis of 38 client

companies for each year between 2011-2016 in the area of customer service (divided

into shop service / field service) and parts. It serves as a visualization for the feature

selection method showing the relative importance of each feature in terms of its rele-

vance to the decision attribute - Promoter Status, and is based on an algorithm that

finds minimal decision reducts. It allows the user to interactively assess the changes

and implications onto predictive characteristics of the knowledge-based model. It

is supported by visual additions in form of charts showing accuracy, coverage and

confusion matrix of the model built on the corresponding, user-chosen dataset.

5.1 Decision reducts as heatmap

For a basic attribute analysis a heatmap was proposed, which bears similarity

to a correlation matrix - see Figure 21. However, here attribute relevance to the

decision attribute (Promoter Score) is defined here by means of a reduct’s strength

(a percentage occurrence of a benchmark attribute in reducts).

The analyst can choose the Client Category (analysis supported for 38 clients and

All the clients) and Survey Type category (Service / Service:Field / Service:Shop
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Figure 21: Dynamic visualization of a reduct matrix based on a heatmap design.

/ Parts). The columns correspond to the benchmarks (that is surveys’ attributes)

found in reducts (the full benchmark name is visible after hovering the mouse over

the benchmark code). The rows represent years, in which customer satisfaction as-

sessment was performed (current version supports datasets from years 2011-2015).

The cells represent benchmark strength in a given year - the color linear scale corre-

sponds to a occurrence percentage. The darker cells indicate benchmarks that belong

to more reducts than benchmarks represented by the lighter cells - the darker the

cell, the stronger the impact of the associated benchmark on promoter score (color

denotes the strength of what ’statement of action rules are saying’). The average

benchmark score is visible after hovering over a cell. Additionally, we use red-crossed

cells to denote benchmarks that were not asked as questions in a given year for a
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chosen client so that we do not confuse benchmarks’ importance with benchmarks’

frequency of asking.

The design allows to track which new benchmarks were found in reducts in relation

to the previous year, which disappeared, which gained/lost in strength.

The benchmark matrix should be analyzed together with the NPS row chart to track

how the changes in benchmarks’ importance affected NPS (decision attribute) changes

(see Figure 22). The row chart showing yearly NPS changes per client is complemen-

tary to the reducts’ matrix. Further, “Stacked area row chart” was added to visualize

distribution of different categories of customers (Detractors, Passives, Promoters) per

year (Figure 22). It is complementary to the two previous charts, especially to the row

NPS chart and helps to understand changes in Net Promoter Score. The distribution

is shown based on percentage values, which are visible after hovering over the corre-

sponding area on the chart. We used colors for differentiating categories of customers

as analogy to traffic lights: red means Detractors (’bad’ or ’angry’ customers), yellow

for Passives, and green for Promoters.

Figure 22: Reduct heatmap with NPS row chart and NPS category distribution chart.
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Figure 23: Visualizations for the classifier’s results - Accuracy, Coverage and Confu-
sion Matrix.

5.2 Classification visualizations: dual scale bar chart and confusion matrix

For the purpose of visualizing classification results dual scale bar chart was used

(Figure 23). It allows to additionally track knowledge losses by means of both: “Ac-

curacy” and “Coverage” of the classifier model trained on single-client datasets. It is

interactive and updates after the user chooses a “Client” from drop-down menu.

Additionally, confusion matrix was used to visualize classifier’s quality for different

categories (see Figure 23). From the recommender system point of view it is impor-

tant that the classifier can recognize customers (covered by the model), because it

means their sentiment can be changed. The chart updates after interacting with the

dual scale bar classification chart (hovering over the bar for the corresponding year)

and shows detailed information on the classifier’s accuracy per each year. The rows

in this matrix correspond to actual decision classes (all possible values of a decision),

while columns represent decision values as returned by classifier in discourse. The

values on diagonal represent correctly classified cases. Green colors were used to rep-

resented correctly classified cases, while red scale to represent misclassified cases. The
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color intensity corresponds to the extent of the confusion or the right predictions.

5.3 Multiple views

Multiple views design was used to enable a multidimensional problem analysis.

However, this was quite challenging to design, as such view requires a sophisticated

coordination mechanism and layout. The goal was to balance the benefits of multiple

views and the corresponding complexity that arises.

The multiple view was designed to support deep understanding of the dataset and

the methodology for recommendations to improve NPS. The basic idea behind it is

based on hierarchical structure of the system and a dendrogram was also used as

an interface to navigate to more detailed views on a specific client. All other charts

present data related to one client or aggregated view (“All”):

• Reducts matrix (Figure 21) is a way to present the most relevant attributes

(benchmarks) in NPS recognition process in temporal aspect (year by year),

• NPS and Detractor/Passives/Promoters charts (Figure 22) are complementary

to reducts matrix and help track changes in Net Promoter Score in relation to

the changes of the benchmark importance,

• Detractor/Passives/Promoter distribution chart helps understand nature be-

hind NPS changes and customer sentiment change trends,

• Classification and confusion matrix charts (Figure 23) help tracking the quality

of gathered knowledge of NPS in datasets within different years and understand

the reasons for knowledge loss (seen as decrease in classification model accuracy)
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in terms of benchmark changes (survey structure changes),

• Confusion matrix is a more detailed view of classification accuracy chart and

helps understanding the reasons behind the changes in the accuracy yearly along

with the customer’s distribution chart.

In conclusion, the problem of changing datasets per year and per client and therefore

changing the model and the algorithm can be fully understood after considering all

the different aspects presented on each chart.

5.4 Evaluation Results

In the following subsection the evaluation of the visual system on the chosen use-

case scenarios is described.

5.4.1 Single client data (local) analysis

A case study of analysis process is presented here on the example of the chosen

Client 1 (see Figure 24). In the first row of the reduct matrix only dark colors can be

observed, which means that all the colored benchmarks are equally high important.

Customers’ sentiment is pretty certain and defined on benchmarks. Next year, impor-

tance of benchmarks dropped a lot, the values decreased. For some reason, customers

changed their opinion. Average score of these benchmarks says that customers are

little less satisfied. New benchmarks are showing up, but they are not that important.

Some benchmarks lost importance changing the color from the darkest to lighter. We

can observe movement of people from Detractors to Promoters, in connection with

benchmark analysis it provides much wider view. Checking confusion matrix allows
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Figure 24: Visual multiple analysis for a single client (“Client1”).
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to go deeper into what customers are thinking. In the third year all benchmark lost

in their way. Customers do not have strong preference on which benchmarks are

the most important, but NPS is still going up. In the fourth year 2 benchmarks

disappeared, in fifth year all of benchmarks are again getting equal strength. One

can observe a huge movement into Detractor group in 2014, but at the same time

customers got more confidence which benchmarks are the most important. In 2015

all of the benchmarks have the same strength.

Number of Passives increases from 2014 to 2015, and the move to this group is from

Detractor group (we could observe a huge movement from Detractors to Passives).

Net Promoter Score was moving up and later the customers were not certain (about

benchmarks preference) and then there followed a huge drop in NPS. Looking at

Figure 25: Classification results analysis - confusion matrices.

the classification model, coverage jumped down from 2013 to 2014 incredibly (that

is number of customers which system can classify). Accuracy went down, and by

looking at the confusion matrix (see Figure 25) one can conclude that more people

who are similar in giving their rates are confused by the system between Promoters

and Passives. Some of such customers end up in Promoter category, while the others
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in Passives.

5.4.2 Global customer sentiment analysis and prediction

By looking at the “Reducts” heatmap, a conclusion can be drawn that the cus-

tomers’ sentiment towards the importance of benchmarks is apparently changing year

by year. Some benchmarks are getting more important, some less. By looking at the

benchmarks for “All” companies (see Figure 21), ”Overall Satisfaction” and ”Likeli-

hood to be Repeat Customer” seem to be the winners. Clearly, it will differ when the

personalization goes to the companies’ level. It might be interesting to personalize

further - going to different seasons (Fall, Spring,etc.) and seeing if the customers’

sentiment towards the importance of benchmarks is changing. The recommendations

for improving NPS are based on the customers’ comments using the services of se-

mantically similar companies (clients) which are doing better than the company we

want to help. So, it is quite important to check which benchmarks they favor. It is

like looking ahead how our customers most probably will change their sentiment if

the company serving these customers will follow the recommendation of the system

we build. In other words, it is possible to somehow control the future sentiment of the

customers and choose the one which is the most promising for keeping NPS improving

instead of improving it and next deteriorating.

From the proposed and developed charts, one can see how customers’ sentiment to-

wards the importance of certain benchmarks is changing year by year. Also, the

business user can do the analysis trying to understand the reasons behind it with a

goal to prevent them in the future if they trigger the decline in NPS.
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The advantage of using recommender system the way it is proposed - based on hier-

archical structure (dendrogram), assuming that companies use its recommendations,

will be the ability to predict how customers’ sentiment towards the importance of

certain benchmarks will probably change with every proposed recommendation. So,

one can not only pick up a set of benchmark triggers based on their expected impact

on NPS but also on the basis of how these changes most probably will impact the

changes in customers’ sentiment towards the importance of benchmarks. This way a

tool can be built which will give quite powerful guidance to companies. It will show

which triggers are the best, when taking into account not only the current company’s

performance but also on the basis of the predicted company’s performance in the

future assuming they follow the system recommendations.

5.5 User-friendly interface for the Recommender System

For review summarization purposes, often a variety of visualization methods are

deployed in the literature. Some of them were presented in Chapter 3. For the

recommender system, as described in the previous chapter, an interactive user-friendly

web-based interface was built to summarize the results. The interaction was divided

into three basic steps:

1. Selecting the entity (client) the business user would like to analyze (see Figure

26);

2. Rating the feasibility of improvements (drop-down lists in Figure 27);

3. Exploring the recommended improvement options (bubble chart in Figure 27)

and comments from raw data related to the chosen option (data table in Figure
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Figure 26: Javascript-based visualization for depicting clients’ locations and their
semantic neighbors. Also, serves as an interface for further analysis of a chosen
entity.

28).

The map in Figure 26 serves as an interface for further analysis of the chosen

client (amongst 38 in total). The current version of the interface allows for choosing

recommendations based on the datasets from the years 2016 or 2015 and surveys

on Service or Parts. The clients are represented as points (dots) placed in their

headquarters’ locations. The size of the dot informs about how many other clients

were added to the original client’s dataset to mine for actionable knowledge (see

section on semantic similarity and HAMIS procedure). The connecting lines show

the semantic neighbors. After clicking the client’s dot, it changes color from blue

to red and the corresponding semantic neighbors are highlighted in a red scale as
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Figure 27: Javascript-based interactive visualization for exploring recommendations
options and their attractiveness based on chosen feasibility.

Figure 28: Javascript-based dynamic data table for exploring raw data comments
associated with the analyzed recommendation option.
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well. The color scale corresponds to the strength of semantic similarity. Additionally,

the number in parentheses denotes the sequence of semantic similarity to the current

client. The client labels (text next to the dots) have been hidden on the grounds of

data confidentiality.

The next step of interaction with the business user is exploring the recommendation

options. The displayed options correspond to the extracted meta-actions (see the

previous section) mined from text comments and summarized into aspect categories.

The user (business consultant) can assign a feasibility score to each option based on

dialogue with the currently analyzed client. For some clients some options might

be more feasible that the others. For example, it might be quite difficult to change

pricing, while it might relatively easier to change technician knowledge (for example,

by introducing appropriate training).

The option’s attractiveness depends on both factors: NPS improvement (calculated

as described in the previous section based on the action rule and meta action mining)

and feasibility chosen by the user. Each bubble (identified by an ordering number)

corresponds to a different set of improvement options and they are ordered on the

X-axis and the Y-axis according to their attractiveness (see Figure 27). The most

attractive options lie in the top right corner of the chart. The attractiveness is also

denoted by the color scale - from red scale(unattractive) to green scale (attractive).

The user can choose the option and analyze it further (see Figure 28): the highlighted

bubble shows details on:

• number of actions included in the option;
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• the quantified attractiveness (calculated as combination of feasibilities and NPS

impact of actions in the option);

• the combined overall NPS impact.

Furthermore, the data table shows raw text comments from customers associated

with the particular areas (aspects), divided into negative and positive columns (see

Figure 28). Each comment can be investigated further by analyzing the whole survey

and context in which it was expressed, as each comment is identified with Work Order

ID.



CHAPTER 6: IMPROVING PERFORMANCE OF KNOWLEDGE MINER

6.1 Introduction

One of the most important aspects in the built Miner is to ensure its scalability

and high performance. Ideally, it should work in real time, that is, it should update

its knowledge base whenever new data is available. On the other hand, the model

needs to work on all historical data, therefore each update of the system requires

building a model on a complete yearly data. It is known that data mining algorithms

run on large amounts of data that take time, which not always can be acceptable for

business settings.

The main motivation for taking up the topic of improving miner performance was to

ensure the built system’s scalability and make the system’s knowledge update accept-

able for practical business environment.

Within this subtopic, different methods for improving action rule mining were pro-

posed and a number of experiments proving its effectiveness were performed. Also, a

final conclusion on which method should be applied in practical settings was delivered.

6.2 Problem statement

Action rule mining is a major step in extracting knowledge for a data-driven rec-

ommender system (as described in Chapter 4).

The system in its current version supports to provide recommendations to 38 com-
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panies, but should also be scalable for adding new companies. Furthermore, recom-

mendations can be based on the data from the chosen survey type (for example, for

service, products, rentals, etc.) and for the chosen year (the system should update

yearly). This broad range of choices creates many cases for which recommendations

should be extracted. Each case requires separate knowledge extraction procedure,

which taking into account many combinations (company / survey type / year) and

datasets’ sizes, becomes quite time-consuming. Also the system should be extended

by discovering rules of types “Passive to Promoter” and “Detractor to Passive” so

that to improve accuracy of recommendations and increase the coverage of customers

and addressing their concerns. We identified a need to optimize (speed up) action

rule mining as it became a major time-intensive task in the process of updating the

system with the new knowledge. It also became a potential obstacle in making the

system fully scalable (to an even greater number of companies or to extending the

RS to companies branches shops level).

6.3 Assumptions

To summarize, the need for scalability results from the following assumptions for

the system:

• The system supports 38 companies currently, but should scale up to more in

the future.

• The knowledge base of the system should be updated bi-yearly.

• The system allows to choose recommendations based on different survey sources:

surveys for service, parts, rentals, etc.
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• The system should allow to choose recommendations based on different time-

frames: yearly, 18-months timeframe, etc.

For each combination of the cases mentioned above the mining process has to be done

separately.

The action rules extracted for the recommender system have the structure as de-

scribed in Chapter 3. Action rules applied to the Net Promoter Score show which

areas of customer service / products should be improved in order to change a cus-

tomer labelled as “Detractor” to “Promoter” or at least to “Passive”. Also, the goal

is to “convert” passive customers to active promoters. The sample action rules are

presented in the listing below:

Listing 1: Sample action rules.

( ( Benchmark : Al l − Overa l l S a t i s f a c t i o n , 1−>10))∗

( Benchmark : All− Dealer Communication , (1−>5)))

=> ( Detractor−>Promoter ) sup =5.0 , conf =100.0

( ( Benchmark : S e r v i c e − Repair Completed When Promised , 8−>3))∗

( Benchmark : All− Dealer Communication , (1−>10)))

=> ( Detractor−>Promoter ) sup =5.0 , conf =100.0

Each action rule is characterized by support, that is how many customers are

matched with the action rule (with the action rule’s “before” state), and confidence

that says what the probability of “converting” a customer is.

Also, it was observed, that in general, a large number of action rules is extracted.
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Many action rules are redundant since thay target the same customers. On the

other hand, there are detractor and passive customers that are not covered by any

of the rules. This means many customers can be changed by different ways, that is

many customers are matched by different action rules. An important measure that

needs to be kept track of besides the total number of rules, is how many distinct

customers are covered by the rules. This directly corresponds to the NPS measure

which is calculated as the percentage of Detractors subtracted from the percentage

of Promoters.

There are business constraints for the update of the system. One of the non-

functional requirements for the system, as defined by the business users, is that

assuming the bi-yearly update of the system’s base knowledge, the update cannot

take longer than 24 hours. Considering the number of companies (currently 38), run-

ning the mining of action rules and meta-actions should take approximately up to 30

minutes per company on average using a personal PC machine.

6.4 Strategy and Overall Approach

There are several methods proposed to improve the time efficiency of the action

rule mining for the system.

Firstly, the dataset has to be prepared accordingly before mining. For example, the

dataset extracted from the database has values “NULL” as imputed for missing val-

ues. When not removing these, they are considered by the action rule mining program

as a separate value.

Secondly, a limit on the number of extensions for each client was proposed. As al-
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ready mentioned in the previous chapters, the approach is based on extending a single

company’s dataset by its nearest semantic neighbors, who perform better in terms of

NPS. This intuitively means, that a company can “learn” from a better performing

company, which is similar to it, by means of what customers are labeled as either

Promoter, Passive or Detractor are saying about customer experience. For example,

preprocessing service data for recommendations from the year 2015, resulted in ex-

treme cases (for the clients with the worst NPS) of 19 (Client20) and 20 extensions

(Client9) - see Figure 20 in Chapter 4. The original datasets contained 479 and 2527

rows correspondingly, and after extension they had 16,848 and 22,328 rows. Action

rule mining time is increasing exponentially to the dataset’s size.

For 2016 data, the process of extending datasets according to HAMIS strategy re-

sulted in potential improvement of NPS from 76% to 78% on average for 38 companies,

but also increased the average size of the datasets from 873 rows to 2159. In case of

data for Parts surveys these numbers were, correspondingly, 81% to 84% of potential

NPS improvement, and the side effect was the increase of datasets’ sizes from 559 to

2064 on average. Extending such datasets itself takes a long time or even results in

“out of memory” error. Such vastly extended datasets used for action rule mining,

prolong the process of knowledge extraction used for recommendations by weeks or

even months, which is unacceptable from the business point of view.

Limiting extensions to the three nearest neighbors solves the situation for the “ex-

treme” cases of extended dataset, however it does not improve the overall time of

action rule mining, which in total was still unacceptable from the business point of

view.
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The third method targets at decreasing the number of distinct values in the bench-

mark columns of the datasets. It can be achieved by means of a preprocessing tech-

nique known as binning numerical variables - that is dividing the current values into

ranges and naming the ranges as categorical values, for example: low, medium, high.

The proposed binning method for the benchmark scores, whose scale is 0-10 in

most cases, is as follows:

• 0-4: low,

• 5-6: medium,

• 7-8: high,

• 9-10: very high.

The method was implemented by means of the data preprocessing script. The pro-

posed method of creating bins was mostly determined by business understanding of

which values mean “low” or “high”. The other methods used for binning, in general,

are: based on equal width, based on equal frequency, binning by clustering or binning

based on predictive value. Also, some benchmarks have scale other than 0-10, for

example: 1-2, 0-1 (yes/no benchmarks) or 0-6. Such benchmark attributes were not

binned, as they already have low cardinality.

The fourth method was to put constraints on the pattern of mined action rules. The

current miner checks for all the combinations of possible values in the atomic action

sets. As the listing of a sample action rule above shows, these can also contain actions

that suggest changing the value of a benchmark score from higher to lower. However,
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such changes do not make sense from the business and common sense point of view.

They are useless, as the goal is to find actions for clients to undertake the improve-

ment of their benchmark ratings. Therefore, the goal was to restrict mined patterns

so that to extract only action rules that suggest changing benchmark scores to higher

values (for example, from 8 to 9). Rules containing actions suggesting benchmark’s

score change from higher to lower (for example, from 8 to 3) or no change in value

(for example, from 10 to 10) would be discarded. In further analysis we call such

rules “Rule Type 0”. The example of such rules is presented in the listing below.

Listing 2: Sample action rule of ”Type 0”.

( ( Benchmark : Al l − Like l i hood to be Repeat Customer ,

1−>9)) AND ( Benchmark : All− Ease o f Contact , (5−>6)))

=> ( Detractor−>Promoter ) sup=2, conf =100.0

The fifth method goes further in changing the pattern of mined rules. The assump-

tion here is that the value on the right hand side of the flexible attribute does not

matter. In other words, the actions should suggest changes to any higher values than

the left side value. ’Higher’ here means ’any value higher than the left-hand value’.

As a result, atomic action sets would contain changes, such as: “1→ higher” (means

1→ 2 or 3 or . . . or 10), “8→ higher” (means 8→ 9 or 10), etc. A sample extracted

rule is presented in the listing below.

Listing 3: Sample action rule of ”Type 1”.

( ( Benchmark : S e r v i c e − Tech Equipped to do Job ,

2−>h igher ) ) AND ( Benchmark : Serv i ce− Repair Completed When Promised ,
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(1−>h igher ) ) ) => ( Detractor−>Promoter ) sup=2, conf =85.0

These rules are called later “Rule Type 1” to differentiate from the previous pattern

defined (“Rule Type 0”). The disadvantage of this method is that the recommender

system has to be adapted to work on such rules (read and process into recommenda-

tions).

The fourth and fifth methods aim at reducing the number of atomic action sets and

therefore improve running time of the mining process. The potential disadvantage

here is the loss of certain knowledge and the extracted rules can be less accurate.

The sixth method is based on parallelizing the action rule mining algorithm by

implementing it in a distributed manner. This method requires revising and proposing

a new distributed algorithm for the action rule mining. Such can be run in a clustered

computing environment and take advantage of running in a parallel manner. The

method used here used Spark environment and academic cluster.

6.5 Evaluation

The methods proposed in the previous section were implemented and tested by

means of various metrics.

The metrics measured within experiments included:

• running time (measure in milliseconds, displayed in seconds, minutes or hours),

• the number of rules extracted (including duplicates),

• coverage - understood as the number of distinct customers covered by the rules.

This measure is of more interest than the number of rules overall, as it directly
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affects NPS and the mechanism of rules’ triggering (described in Chapter 4).

The goal is to maximize the number of different customers whose Promoter

Status is to be changed.

Also, different cases were tested with the recommender system - the resulting action

rule files from each case were read and processed in the system. Corresponding

triggering mechanism was checked along with the final generated recommendations

(called meta-nodes) and maximal NPS Impact one could get from them.

6.5.1 Experimental setup

The base performance was defined as a state before any modifications (before ap-

plying any of the methods described above).

The preliminary testing was performed on the 2015 data to get a general outlook

on the feasible magnitude of speedup - since 2015 datasets were already mined for

action rules and the times were known already.

The main testing was performed on the companies’ datasets from 2016. The

datasets chosen for performing tests on were divided into different groups taking

into account its size:

• small datasets (about 200-300 rows),

• medium datasets (about 1,000 - 1,200 rows),

• large datasets (about 5,000-7,000 rows),

• very large - the datasets that were not cut to the three nearest semantic neigh-

bors (about 10,000 rows).
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Another test case for each size of the dataset included:

• non-binned numerical values for benchmark attributes,

• binned values of benchmark attributes: very low, low, medium, high.

Furthermore, tests were performed on extracting two types of rules, considering the

expected change of NPS status on the right hand side of the action rule:

• Detractor→ Promoter,

• Passive→ Promoter.

The following test cases, considering the format of extracted action rules, were defined:

• Base rule type: allowing NULLs as values and allowing flexible attributes

(benchmarks) to go down or stay the same in an action rule, for example:

Listing 4: Example of a base rule type.

( ( Benchmark : Parts − Knowledge o f Personnel , 10−>6))∗

( Benchmark : Al l − Dealer Communication , (6−>NULL) ) )

=> ( Detractor−>Promoter ) sup=2, conf =87.5

• Rule “Type 0” - allowing flexible attributes to only go up - this was implemented

in the Miner module by restricting atomic action sets to a defined pattern,

• Rule “Type 1” - flexible attributes can go up to any higher value.

Also, the tests were performed taking into account implementation type and hardware

/ infrastructure setup:
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• Non-parallel implementation (Java Miner).

• Distributed implementation of the action rule mining algorithm (implemented

in the Spark environment).

6.5.2 Results

The results from the experiments on the test cases and metrics as defined in the

section above are summarized in the tables and described in the following subsections.

6.5.2.1 Small datasets

The smallest dataset for Service category in 2016 (for Client 5) consisted of 213

surveys and was not large enough to generate any rules of the type “Detractor→

Promoter”.

The second smallest dataset (Client 24) involved 306 surveys and the results for

different test cases are shown in Table 2. For a small dataset, it could be observed that

Table 2: A summary of experiments on a small dataset (Client 24 - 306 surveys, rules
Detractor to Promoter).

Test case Running time Coverage
Base 10 sec 71.4%
Type 0 5 sec 71.4%
Type 1 2.3 sec 71.4%
Binned - base 17 sec 71.4%
Binned Type 0 4.3 sec 71.4%
Binned Type 1 3 sec 71.4%

switching the method from the basic rule type to rule “Type 0” decreased running

time twice as much. When further changing the rule type to “Type 1”, the running

time further decreased two times (that is, it was one fourth of the original base time).

Binning numerical variables (benchmarks) seemed to increase running time in com-

parison to a non-binned small dataset - from 10 seconds to 17 seconds. The binned
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dataset with rule “Type 0” was 4.3 seconds and “Type 1” - 3 seconds, which were a

little bit worse than the corresponding non-binned datasets.

The coverage of customers was the same for all the tested cases - 71.4%, although

the base case generated much more rules (1342 rules, “Type 0” - 329, “Type 1” - 141).

Apparently many of them were redundant (they did not target more detractors) and

this only added to the running time.

In summary, for a small dataset, changing the rule type brought a significant

speedup, however binning the datasets did not, contrary to the expectations. Both

modifications did not change the coverage of the dataset - for all the cases 5 detrac-

tors (out of 7 in total) were targeted by the extracted rules. Still, the small datasets

are usually not problematic in terms of running time (it completes within seconds) -

however they give first estimates by how much the running time can be decreased.

The small datasets were also tested on “Passive to Promoter” action rules. For this

case, the smallest dataset (213 rows) generated results (see Table 3). There were 31

Table 3: A summary of experiments on a small dataset (Client 5 - 213 surveys, rules
Passive to Promoter).

Test case Running time Coverage
Base 77 sec 80.6%
Type 0 19.6 sec 74.2%
Type 1 15.7 sec 74.2%
Binned - base 47.6 sec 77.4%
Binned Type 0 8.8 sec 58.1%
Binned Type 1 10.5 sec 58.1%

passive customers in total for this dataset, and in base case 25 of them were covered

by the extracted rules. Changing rule to “Type 0” and “Type 1” decreased number

of customers covered down to 23. Binning the datasets also worsened the coverage -

24 in base case, 18 for rule types “0” and “1”.
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It could be observed, that changing rule to “Type 0” decreased running time by

about four times, and “Type 1” even a little more. Similar effect was observed for

the cases of binned datasets. This time, also binning in comparison to non-binned

datasets brought speedup in time (about twice shorter time).

Table 4: A summary of experiments on a small dataset (Client 5 - 306 surveys, rules
Passive to Promoter).

Test case Running time Coverage
Base 11 min 80.6%
Type 0 0.9 min 74.2%
Type 1 0.4 min 74.2%
Binned - base 7.1 min 77.4%
Binned Type 0 0.4 min 58.1%
Binned Type 1 0.3 min 58.1%

For the same type of experiment on the other small dataset (Client 5 - 306 surveys) -

the results were similar (Table 4). Even the greater speedup was observed by switching

to “Type 0” (from 11 minutes to about 1 minute) and to rule “Type 1” - about half a

minute. However, the coverage slightly worsened - from 76.5% in base case to 70.6%

for rule “Type 0” and 67.6% for rule “Type 1”. The effect of binning the dataset was

similar as in the previous small dataset (the times were better in case of binning).

6.5.2.2 Medium datasets

For medium, in terms of size, datasets - Client 16 and Client 15 were chosen from

the category Service 2016. For a medium dataset and rules “Detractor to Promoter”,

Table 5: A summary of experiments on a medium dataset (Client 16 - 1192 surveys,
rules Detractor to Promoter)

Test case Running time Coverage
Base 169.8 min 86.9%
Type 0 32 min 85.2%
Type 1 4.2 min 82%
Binned - base 131.1 min 88.5%
Binned Type 0 14.5 min 88.5%
Binned Type 1 4.9 min 73.8%
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one could observe a speedup from the base case (Table 5)- around 2 hours down to

about 30 minutes for rule “Type 0” and down to about 4 minutes for rule “Type 1”.

Running times were noticeably shorter - these kind of datasets (and larger) become

problematic for the scalability of the system, as the mining on them runs for hours.

Binning also shortened running times, and coverage was actually better (for the base

case and rule “Type 0”).

Table 6: A summary of experiments on a medium dataset (Client 16 - 1192 surveys,
rules Passive to Promoter)

Test case Running time Coverage
Base 28 h 85%
Type 0 2 h 79.4%
Type 1 24.3 min 76.7%
Binned - base 18 h 87.2%
Binned Type 0 19.2 min 61.1%
Binned Type 1 11.4 min 61.1%

For the same case of dataset, mining rules “Passive to Promoter” was considerably

longer - about 28 hours in the base case (18 hours for binned base case). For the

new rule format, the times were about 2 hours and half an hour for non-binned and

19 minutes and 11 minutes for binned datasets (see Table 6). The coverage slightly

worsened (from targeting 153 in base case down to 143 and 138 passives). For binned

datasets the coverage was slightly better for base case - 157 passives, but worse for

rule “Type 0” and “Type 1” - 110 passives (out of 180 in total).

For the second medium dataset - Client 15 with 1240 surveys in a dataset - the

characteristics of the experiments were analogous. The speedup from switching to

rule “Type 0” was from 10 minutes down to 2 minutes and to rule “Type 1” - further

down to half a minute, for binned case - from about 8 minutes down to about a minute

for changing rule format. The coverage was better in all cases for binned datasets.
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Extracting “Passive to Promoter” rules took about 11 hours, for rule “Type 0” - 30

minutes, and rule “Type 1” - 10 minutes. For binned datasets, these times were,

correspondingly: 6 hours, 4 minutes and 3 minutes. This time the coverage for the

binned datasets was worse than for non-binned ones.

6.5.2.3 Distributed implementation

For some datasets, the experiments on extracting action rules with Spark were

conducted. The results are summarized in Table 7 (running times) and 8 (coverage).

The times were measured on rule “Type 0” - that is allowing flexible attributes to

only go up.

The implementation in Spark involves distributed algorithm for action rule mining. It

is based on the vertical division of datasets (based on attributes) - the mining runs in

a parallel way for each partition and at the end the results are combined. One could

Table 7: Comparison of running times in Spark and Java for datasets from category
Parts 2015.

Dataset Spark Java
17-547 rows 0.9 min 8.6 min
16-2078 rows 1.4 min 3.7 h
20-2590 rows 3.0 min 17 h
30-3335 rows 3.0 min 10 h

Table 8: Comparison of coverage in Spark and Java for datasets from category Parts
2015.

Dataset Spark Java
17-547 rows 77.3% 77.3%
16-2078 rows 73.8% 76.9%
20-2590 rows 79.5% 81.8%
30-3335 rows 79.8% 79.8%

see that action rule mining run in considerably shorter times. Especially important

is reducing times from hours or even days (the largest dataset presented) to minutes.

Also, the coverage of the algorithm in Spark is not much worse.
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6.5.3 New rule format in RS

After testing action rule mining for running times and for the coverage of customers,

the new format of rules was tested in the recommender system. Especially important

was checking rules “Type 1” since they change the triggering mechanism in the system.

As described in the first chapters, in the previous implementation, the triggering of

action rules by meta actions (based on links between these) is based on the values

(“before” and “after” values) of benchmarks. Also, binned versions need modification

to the RS engine. The original and modified versions of the algorithm are depicted

in Listings 1 and 2.

Algorithm 1 Original algorithm of action rule triggeration.

1: //For each atomic action in a rule
2: for each atomic do
3: //Parse atomic into attribute name, and “value change” part
4: //Atomic: BenchmarkAll,(1-9)
5: //Get attribute name
6: attr ← atomic.split(′′,′′ )[0]
7: score← atomic.split(′′,′′ )[1]
8: //Get “detractor score”
9: detractorScore← score.split(′′−′′)[0]
10: //Get “promoter score”
11: promoterScore← score.split(′′−′′)[1]
12: //Collect meta actions from rows containing the detractor’s value
13: metaActions ← MapMetaActionstoAtomicviaforeignKeyinXLS

(foreignKey, detractorCommentF ilePath, attr, detractorScore,
workIDMetaActions,metaActions)

14: //Collect meta actions from rows containing the promoter’s value
15: metaActions ← metaActions

+ MapMetaActionstoAtomicviaforeignKeyinXLS
(foreignKey, promoterCommentF ilePath, attr, promoterScore,
workIDMetaActions,metaActions)

16: //Put all collected meta actions into structure
17: atomicMetaActions← atomicMetaActions+ (atomic,metaActions)
18: end for
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Algorithm 2 Modified algorithm of action rule triggeration to work on rule Type 1
and binned datasets.

1: //For each atomic action in a rule
2: for each atomic do
3: //Parse atomic into attribute name, and “value change” part
4: //Atomic: BenchmarkAll. . . ,(1-9)
5: //Get attribute name
6: attr ← atomic.split(′′,′′ )[0]
7: score← atomic.split(′′,′′ )[1]
8: //Get “detractor score”
9: detractorScore← score.split(′′−′′[0])
10: //Get “promoter score”
11: promoterScore← score.split(′′−′′[1])
12: //Case for rule Type 0 or stable attribute works the same as before
13: if ruleType == 0 or detractorScore == promoterScore then
14: //Collect meta actions from rows containing the detractor’s value
15: metaActions←MapMetaActionstoAtomicviaforeignKeyinXLS
16: (foreignKey, detractorCommentF ilePath, attr, detractorScore,
17: workIDmetaActions,metaActions)
18: //Collect meta actions from rows containing the promoter’s value
19: metaActions← metaActions+
20: MapMetaActionstoAtomicviaforeignKeyinXLS(foreignKey,
21: promoterCommentF ilePath, attr, promoterScore, workIDmetaActions)
22: ,metaActions)
23: //Put all collected meta actions into structure
24: atomicMetaActions← atomicMetaActions+ (atomic,metaActions)
25: else
26: //Case for rule Type 1
27: //Collect meta actions from rows containing the detractor’s value
28: metaActions←MapMetaActionstoAtomicviaforeignKeyinXLS
29: (foreignKey, detractorCommentF ilePath, attr, detractorScore,
30: workIDmetaActions,metaActions)
31: //Since the right side of flexible attribute value is “higher” we need to check

all the values higher than detractor’s score
32: //Case for non-binned datasets - the detractor’s score must be lower than 10
33: if detractorScore < 10 then
34: for promoterScore = detractorScore+ 1; promoterScore = 10 do
35: metaActions← metaActions+
36: MapMetaActionstoAtomicviaforeignKeyinXLS(foreignKey,
37: promoterCommentF ilePath, attr, promoterScore,
38: workIDmetaActions,metaActions)
39: promoterScore← promoterScore+ 1
40: end for
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Algorithm 3 Modified algorithm - Part 2

41: //Case for binned datasets - the values of benchmark attributes were
changed to categorical numbers: 10-low, 20-medium, 30-high, 40-very high

42: else
43: for promoterScore = detractorScore+ 10; promoterScore = 40 do
44: metaActions← metaActions+
45: MapMetaActionstoAtomicviaforeignKeyinXLS(foreignKey,
46: promoterCommentF ilePath, attr, promoterScore, workIDmetaActions,
47: metaActions)
48: promoterScore← promoterScore+ 10
49: end for
50: end if
51: //Put all collected meta actions into structure
52: atomicMetaActions← atomicMetaActions+ (atomic,metaActions)
53: end if
54: end for

As one can see the algorithm for collecting all the meta actions associated with

atomics of an action rule had to be modified for rule “Type 1”. It is because in

this type the right-hand side of an atomic containing benchmark attribute has been

replaced by the value “higher”. On the other hand, in the original datasets there are

still original values of benchmarks, so from them it could not be discerned which rows

correspond to the values “higher”. In a new version, all meta-actions extracted from

comments related to all the rows containing values of the benchmark higher than the

left-hand side value of the atomic have to be collected. Also, there was a need to

discern between binned and non-binned versions of the datasets. In the latter case

all the original values had to be replaced by numbers denoting categories: 10-low,

20-medium, 30-high, 40-very high.

After adapting the triggeration mechanism of the system to work on the new type of

rules and datasets, the tests were conducted on mining the meta-actions and creating

meta-nodes (recommendations) based on different rule types. The following metrics
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have been used to keep track of the processes of the meta action mining and meta

nodes creation:

A: Action rules extracted - the total number of action rules extracted with the

Miner (including redundant ones),

B: Action rules read into RS - action rules that were actually used for the knowledge

engine of the system (removing redundant ones and doing the reformation),

C: Ratio B/A - informs about the scale of redundancy (actions extracted versus

actually used in the system),

D: Atomic actions - the total number of distinct atomic actions collected from all

the action rules,

E: Atomic actions triggered - atomic actions that have associated meta actions,

F: Triggered action rules - action rules, whose all the atomics have been triggered,

G: Ratio F/B - part of all the rules read into the system that were triggered by

extracted meta actions,

H: Meta actions extracted - total number of distinct meta actions extracted from

the customers’ comments,

I: Effective meta-nodes - meta nodes created by combining different meta actions

to get the best effect on NPS,

J: Max NPS Impact - the maximal NPS Impact one can get considering all the

meta-nodes (the NPS Impact of the best meta-node).
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Tables 9, 10 and 11 show results for the metrics defined above for three type of test

cases that were found most promising given running time and coverage obtained in

the previous experiments: rule “Type 0”, rule “Type 1” and “Bin-Type 1” (that is,

“Type 1” for binned datasets).

Table 9: Comparison of meta action mining, triggeration and meta node creation
processes for a small dataset with different rule types.

Metric Type 0 Type 1 Bin-Type 1
A: Action rules extracted 329 141 179
B: Action rules read into RS 102 46 46
C: Ratio B/A 31% 32.6% 25.7%
D: Atomic actions 12 8 8
E: Atomic actions triggered 12 8 8
F: Triggered action rules 102 46 46
G: Ratio: F/B 100% 100% 100%
H: Meta actions extracted 7 7 7
I: Effective meta nodes 4 1 0
J: Max NPS Impact 3.21% 2.89% 0%

For a small dataset (Table 9), not many rules were extracted in general. About

twice as many rules were extracted for “Type 0” than for “Type 1” and twice as

many were read into the system. All of the atomic actions and the action rules were

triggered. There were 7 meta actions extracted in total. With “Type 0” rules, the

algorithm generated 4 meta nodes, while for “Type 1” only one meta node, and for

its binned version no meta node was created. Also, the maximal NPS Impact was

slightly worse for rule “Type 1 “.

Table 10: Comparison of meta action mining, triggeration and meta node creation
processes for a medium dataset with different rule types.

Metric Type 0 Type 1 Bin-Type 1
A: Action rules extracted 24,515 5,153 14,233
B: Action rules read into RS 5,686 1,230 3,066
C: Ratio B/A 23.2% 23.9% 21.5%
D: Atomic actions 137 54 44
E: Atomic actions triggered 135 54 44
F: Triggered action rules 5,555 1,230 3,066
G: Ratio: F/B 97.7% 100% 100%
H: Meta actions extracted 9 9 9
I: Effective meta nodes 18 5 6
J: Max NPS Impact 8.58% 7.37% 1.9%
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For a medium-size dataset, about five times more rules were extracted for “Type

0” than for “Type 1”. For the binned version of “Type 1” there were three times

more rules extracted than for the non-binned. The ratios of redundant rules were

more or less the same (about one fourth of them were redundant). Similar, as for

the small dataset, all the action rules read were triggered (only in the case of “Type

0” it was 97.7%). There were 9 meta actions extracted, from which the algorithm

created 18 meta nodes based on rule “Type 0”, 5 meta nodes for “Type 1” and 6

nodes for “Bin-Type 1”. Again, there was slightly worse maximal impact one could

get for “Type 1”. For the binned version, the loss on impact was significant.

Table 11: Comparison of meta action mining, triggeration and meta node creation
processes for a large dataset with different rule types.

Metric Type 0 Type 1 Bin-Type 1
A: Action rules extracted 59,508 11,799 31,228
B: Action rules read into RS 13,423 2,624 6,121
C: Ratio B/A 22.56% 22.24% 19.6%
D: Atomic actions 286 89 55
E: Atomic actions triggered 160 69 40
F: Triggered action rules 4,879 892 1,585
G: Ratio: F/B 36.4% 34% 25.9%
H: Meta actions extracted 11 11 11
I: Effective meta nodes 49 6 4
J: Max NPS Impact 3.7% 3.45% 1.65%

The large dataset was also checked for the process of generating recommendations in

the system. The statistics for action rule mining have similar characteristics between

different rule types as in the previous cases. However this time, only about a third

of all the action rules read into the system were actually triggered by meta actions

(11 extracted in total). There were 49 meta nodes created for “Type 0”, 6 for “Type

1” and 4 for “Bin-Type 1”. The maximal NPS impact was comparable for “Type 0”

and “Type 1” but again, much worse for the binned version.

Generated recommendations were checked in a visualization system for a chosen
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Client (32) from 2016. Since the binned version has not created sufficient number of

nodes for the cases tested in the previous experiments, only rule “Type 0” and “Type

1” non-binned versions were checked.

Figure 29: Recommendations generated for Client 32, Category Service, 2016 based
on extracted rules of “Type 0”.

From Figures 29 and 30 one can see that using rule “Type 1” results in very limited

recommendations. After testing also other cases of companies, it seems that the case

is that using rule “Type 1” in the system produces meta nodes that usually contain

all the extracted meta actions or eventually one or two less. It basically excludes all

the nodes containing the smaller number of meta actions. This results directly from

the implemented triggering mechanism. The rules of “Type 1” tend to aggregate

(or target) the greater number of matched customers and differentiate between these

less. This is because the right hand side of the flexible attributes was changed to

“higher” and aggregates much more customers now. As a result, each action rule is

associated with the greater number of customers and therefore the greater number of
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Figure 30: Recommendations generated for Client 32, Category Service, 2016 based
on extracted rules of “Type 1”.

meta-actions extracted from the comments left by them. As a matter of fact, after

doing some tests, it turned out that almost all of the action rules are associated with

a complete set of extracted meta actions (extracted in general). So, the algorithm

for creating meta nodes, which starts with the most frequent meta actions, basically

starts with creating a node containing all the meta actions (since there are no rules

associated with the smaller number of meta actions).

The result for the recommender system and its user is that the system loses its basic

functionality. As one can see from Figure 29, one of the purposes of the recommen-

dations is to give its users different options, depending on the needs and feasibility of

particular change areas. For example, a user might want to choose a recommendation

(depicted as “bubble”) which is less attractive, but contains a smaller number of meta

actions. In case of limited recommendations, when the system basically suggests to

change all the areas which were mentioned by the customers, much of the system’s
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functionality is lost. For example, as seen in Figure 30, a user can only choose an

option containing all the actions (9 in total) or eventually ones containing one or two

less actions (which are shown as non-attractive) - no other options are displayed and

provided. That might be especially problematic for smaller datasets, where 0 or 1

recommendation node is created.

Because of this loss of functionality of the system and lack of the solution currently,

it was decided that rules of “Type 1”, despite its very quick extraction time and good

coverage and despite effort of adapting the system to use them in the triggering

mechanism, should not be used in the system. They can be used when the time of

the system’s update becomes very critical or for very large datasets, when running

time is unacceptable. Also, when the number of generated recommendations is varied

and sufficient for a user to have a choice.

6.6 Plans for remaining challenges

Although the problem with long running times of action rule miner was solved and

tested, there are still challenges and problems remaining to be solved, including:

• Finding a solution to make the system work with rule “Type 1” to produce a

greater variety of recommendations. For example, relaxed strategy for trigger-

ation might be applied.

• Conducting more tests - large and very large datasets chosen for tests could not

be tested for all the defined cases (especially base cases and “Type 0”) - as the

running time cannot be accurately measured taking into account long times of

running (days and weeks) and associated machine faults.
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• Conducting more tests on Spark implementation and analysis of distributed

algorithm - it might be that an algorithm based on “assembling” action rules

from partition might not result in minimal rules. However, very short running

times for extracting rules and good coverage seems to be a promising way of

improving action rule mining and might become the ultimate solution for the

system’s scalability.

• Using other external software for extracting action rules - for example, Lisp-

Miner, which implements an efficient algorithm for mining (based on GUHA

procedure) [69].



CHAPTER 7: RECOMMENDER SYSTEM BASED ON UNSTRUCTURED DATA

7.1 Introduction

As the time constraints for completing customer satisfaction surveys are becoming

tighter, there emerges a need for developing a new format of surveying customers.

The idea is to limit the number of score benchmark questions, and let customers

express their opinions in a free format. As a result the collected data will mainly

contain open-ended text comments.

This presents a challenge in the research, as the Customer Loyalty Improvement

Recommender System (as described in Chapter 4) was built to work on both: nu-

merical benchmark values (structured data) and text features (unstructured data).

Since there will be no more numerical benchmarks in the datasets, a strategy was

developed and implemented as a modified Recommender System (CLIRS2) to work

on unstructured data only to make it useful with the new survey format.

7.2 Problem statement

To remind, in the previous approach, action rules were mined from the decision

tables containing benchmark scores (with Promoter Status as the decision attribute),

while meta actions, triggering action rules, were mined from text comments associated

with benchmarks.
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7.3 Assumptions

In the previous approach, mined action rules discovered patterns as in the following

example:

Listing 5: A sample pattern mined in the previous approach

( (B1 : 2 −> 5) , (B4 : 7 −> 8) , (B9 : 9 −> 10))

=> ( Detractor−>Promoter )

where B1, B4 and B9 denote codes of benchmark questions. This rule is interpreted

as: if the values of benchmark questions are changed from value given in the left-side

to the value as given in the right side, it is expected to change customer’s status

from being Detractor to become Promoter. Each such rule is characterized by two

metrics: support and confidence. Support of the rule is understood as the number

of customers affected by this rule, that is, the greater the support the potentially

more customers can be changed from Detractor to Promoter. Confidence says how

probable it is to change the promoter status. Therefore, a multiplication of support

and confidence (support x confidence) was developed as a new metric denoting NPS

impact (expected number of customers affected) associated with an action rule.

Meta actions can be understood as extracted keywords developed into actionable

statements, such as “Ensure Service Done Correctly”. These were, on the other hand,

mined from text data. They were also used as a way to “unify” opinions that use

different wording but are semantically related to the same area (saying about the same

things in different words). Meta actions were extracted from the columns with text

comments, independently from mining action rules. Parsing and sentiment analysis
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techniques were used for meta actions extraction from raw text.

Having action rules and meta actions, triggering mechanism was implemented:

meta actions, understood as actual solutions, trigger action rules, from which the

projected impact on the NPS can be computed. Only these action rules were triggered

(that is, included in the calculation of the NPS impact) that are associated with the

comments (come from the same row in the table), from which a meta action was

extracted. In this approach meta actions can trigger many action rules and the

overall impact of all meta actions (overall number of customers affected) is presented

as the final expected NPS Impact.

The developed recommender system CLIRS presents its output, that is, recom-

mendable items, as collections (sets) of different meta actions (see Figure 31). These

sets are called meta-nodes. For each such meta node (combination of different number

of meta actions) NPS Impact is calculated and shown to end user as a recommend-

able item. The final attractiveness of recommendation is also determined by feasibility

assigned to each meta action individually. The nomenclature in relation to the devel-

oped program is shown in Figure 31.

Since the new datasets of customer survey are expected to lack information on scores

assigned to each benchmark, the action rules cannot be mined as described in the

previous approach (see the section above). The new datasets are expected to contain

mainly raw text (open-ended comments), and possibly one, two or three (obligatory)

questions. Therefore, the previously built system has to be adjusted to this new

open-ended survey format.
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Figure 31: Window interface for Recommender system presenting terms used in the
initial approach.

7.4 Strategy and Overall Approach

7.4.1 Data transformation

Firstly, it is proposed to represent the data in a format suitable for the system. The

transformation of the text data needs to be done to make it suitable for data mining

(adding a structure to the unstructured data). Such new resulting data structure

would be a table, with the columns (features) as predefined keywords (called aspect

classes in the previous approach). The following “buckets” were defined (S - solely

for Service category and P - solely for Parts category):

• Service Quality General (S)

• Service Completeness
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• Service Timeliness (S)

• Communication Quality

• Communication Timeliness

• Staff Attitude

• Staff Knowledgeability

• Staff Resource

• Technician Attitude (S)

• Technician Knowledgeability (S)

• Technician Resource (S)

• Invoice Accuracy

• Invoice Expectation

• Invoice Timeliness

• Price Competitiveness

• Parts Availability (P)

• Parts Quality (P)

• Order Accuracy (P)

• Ease of Order (P)
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Table 12: Example of decision table built from expected opinion mining.

Bucket 1 Bucket 2 Bucket 3 Bucket 4 Bucket . . . Bucket N Status
Customer 1 0 2 0 0 1 -1 Promoter
Customer 2 2 2 0 0 1 0 Passive
Customer 3 0 0 1 -1 0 1 Detractor
Customer N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Promoter

• Order Timeliness (P)

The new textual data is expected to contain as much information as possible on each

of these aspects. To ensure this, it is proposed to incorporate “prompt” mechanism in

the survey system - prompting the surveyed customers to express opinions regarding

certain topics.

As a result of data transformation, from now on, each survey (customer) in a

decision table will be represented as an N-vector of values from the range < −2; 2 >,

where N denotes the number of aspect categories, as defined above.

7.4.2 Action rule mining

From the prepared opinion decision table action rules will be mined, with action

rules of the format as follows:

Listing 6: Sample action rule for a new approach.

( ( S e rv i c e Qual i ty : −2 −> −1) , ( Technic ian Knowledge : −1 −> 1) ,

( Pr i c e Compet i t iveness : −1 −> 2) ) => ( Detractor −> Promoter )

The attributes of the atomic action in the rule are now aspect classes, for which

sentiment was mined. The rule shows sentiment polarity’s change of a bucket that

should be done to change a customer from being Detractor to being Promoter. The

same, these buckets can be now considered actionable knowledge (as meta actions in
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the previous approach) and can be used for final recommendations and NPS Impact

calculation (based on action rules’ support and confidence). Different combinations

of aspects should be checked so that the greatest number of customers with possibly

greatest confidence is affected.

7.4.3 Ideas for the improvement of opinion mining

For the new format of the system, the opinion mining algorithm is critical for

getting as complete opinion table as possible and therefore suitable for action rule

mining. The following ideas were initially proposed to improve the current algorithm

(which in the previous version was used for mining the meta actions, which then were

used to trigger action rules):

• Introduction of new dictionaries for sentiment detection: SentiWordNet and

AFINN (described in greater detail in Chapter 3, section on Text Mining). By

using additional dictionaries it is expected to increase coverage of the algorithm,

as potentially more words can be detected as opinions.

• Using nouns and verbs as opinion words - traditionally in most opinion mining

algorithms, adjectives and adverbs are used as words for detecting opinions,

however there might be cases that verbs and nouns also indicate the presence of

sentiment. This should possible by using new dictionaries- besides the current

adjective lists- SentiWordNet and AFINN, which contain verbs and nouns with

assigned polarity scores to them. However, this approach might create a new

problem - if a word is first detected as opinion word, it might not be later

considered as feature seed word (features and their aspects are usually detected
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by nouns or verbs).

• Increasing polarity scale from {−1, 0, 1} to {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} - this should differ-

entiate more between opinions and potentially result in extracting more action

rules (that would, for example, indicate the necessity of polarity change from

-2 to -1). This should be enabled by introducing new dictionaries, which use

scale for polarity strength, instead of just assigning negative/positive labels to

them. Also, strength word detection, such as “really”, “very” would be added

to detect the strength of polarity.

7.4.4 Sentiment extraction

Within the new approach, it is required not only to detect polarity of sentiment

(negative or positive), but also the strength of this polarity. The value of “0” de-

notes here neutrality and we assume that if a particular area was not mentioned in

a comment, a customer is indifferent to this area. Another problem is that some of

the areas (buckets) might not be relevant in some cases of surveys- then the value for

the area for the survey should be NULL. The sentiment will be detected, as previ-

ously, based on dictionary (standard and manually extended) of positive and negative

opinion words. Feature classes will be detected based on previously developed seed

words.

7.4.5 Polarity calculation

A new strategy for polarity detection is proposed. In comparison with the previ-

ously built solution, motivation was to possibly extend sentiment detection capabili-

ties with the new dictionaries, as well as adding sentiment detection based on words,
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which are not only adjectives: nouns, adverbs, etc. Three-step opinion detection is

proposed, based on three most comprehensive dictionaries of positive and negative

sentiment (described in Chapter 3):

• Hu and Liu adjective list (used previously),

• SentiWordNet,

• AFINN.

The two last sentiment dictionaries assign strength of polarity to words. The results

of sentiment mining from all the dictionaries are combined to increase coverage of

sentiment analysis and generate less sparse opinion table.

7.4.5.1 Polarity calculation for SentiWordNet

Each synset ( a word in a context) in SentiWordNet is assigned positivity score

(PosS) and negativity score (NegS) for the given context of the word ([19]). Polarity

is calculated as: score = PosS-NegS. It calculates the sentiment score of each word

in the thesaurus as a weighted average of the scores of its synsets. The polarity

calculated based on SentiWordNet data can have continuous values from the range

< −1; 1 >. Since we are using < −2; 2 > discretized scale, the following mapping is

proposed:

• < −1;−0.5)→ −2

• < −0.5;−0.05)→ −1

• < −0.05; 0.05 >→ 0
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• (0.05; 0.5)→ 1

• (0.5; 1)→ 2

7.4.5.2 Polarity calculation for AFINN

AFINN contains 564 positive and 964 negative words ([54]). Each word in AFINN

list is assigned one of the following values: -5;-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4,5. Since polarity

scale used for the future system is -2;-1;0;1;2 the following mapping is proposed:

• < −5;−4 >→ −2

• < −3;−1 >→ −1

• 0→ 0

• < 1; 3 >→ 1

• < 4; 5 >→ 2

7.5 Evaluation

7.5.1 Initial experiments

The first experiments were conducted on the data from 2016, which contains about

80,000 records. In the standard approach comments from only one column are used

(Notes for Promoter Score). With the new proposed approach, the text from all

columns denoted as “Notes” - Interviewer Notes, Resolution Notes, General Notes

and Notes Benchmark for each benchmark, so that to increase the insight and in-

formational content. Still, about 6,000 records (out of 80,000) have no comments

associated with the survey.
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7.5.2 Experimental setup

The general process of Natural Language Processing and Sentiment Analysis used

in the system is described in Chapter 4 in the section on Text Mining. For evaluating

results of improvement only a small subset of 2016 data was used - from the first

available client (Client 1) involving its 70 comments (35 from Promoters and 35

from Detractors). The text column, as in the previous approach, was the column for

“Notes for Promoter Score”. The size of the subset was chosen by taking into account

how many records can be manually annotated. The text comments were manually

annotated by a human with the aspects that the comment is expressing opinion about,

along with their polarity. The algorithm was evaluated with two metrics:

• Accuracy - measured as the number of correctly recognized and classified opin-

ions by the number of all opinions extracted.

• Coverage - the number of opinions extracted divided by the total number of

comments (that is 70 for the chosen test dataset).

It is assumed that human annotations are 100% accurate and recognize (cover) all

opinions in the text (maximal coverage). Maximal coverage for the dataset is not nec-

essarily 100%, as not all the comments bear opinions or opinions about the predefined

aspects.

7.5.2.1 Test cases

The base case was defined as human annotations, that is the target for machine

Natural Language Understanding.
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The second tested case is the current algorithm for sentiment analysis, based on

adjective lists from Hu and Liu.

The third case involves SentiWordNet dictionary (both with and without nouns and

verbs as opinion words) and the fourth - AFINN dictionary. The last test case is

combining sentiment extraction results from all the cases.

For the base case (human recognition), the coverage of sentiment was 89% (which

means that in 62 comments out of 70 at least one opinionated aspect was found by

a human). The accuracy of humans is assumed to be 100%, as two people familiar

with the domain worked on the annotations.

The initial coverage of currently used algorithm tested on the chosen 70 comments

was only 20% - opinionated aspects were extracted from 14 comments out of 70

comments in total. It means there were 48 (62-14) comments that the algorithm

failed to recognize with regard to sentiment that human did. On top of it, only 10

out of 14 opinions were accurate (accuracy = 71%).

After analyzing the algorithm not recognizing the sentiment in the comments, the

modifications were introduced to increase its coverage and accuracy starting with

the default algorithm. They are described in the next section in greater detail with

illustrative examples.

7.5.3 Improving sentiment analysis algorithm

On top of proposed improvements, as stated in the previous section of this chapter,

some new improvements were proposed and implemented based on observing how the

algorithm works on the real examples of text.
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7.5.3.1 Verbs and nouns as opinion words

Using verbs and nouns as opinion words based on polarity calculated from Sen-

tiWordNet allowed to cover some more comments and patterns. For example, the

following comment was covered (based on the underlined opinion word, which is a

noun): “He stated the timeliness of the service and the friendly personnel. He worked

with Rick from the Hannibal, MO location”. It seems that often the pattern for the

answers in comments is : “He stated + noun”, which makes using nouns as opinion

words a promising solution. Also, common phrasing, such as “lack of (feature word)”

can help in detecting negative opinions, since “lack” is a noun with assigned nega-

tive polarity. However, in the used dictionary, many nouns and verbs have assigned

polarity of “0”. Indeed most verbs and nouns do not bear any opinion about them

and simply state the subject or the action in the sentence. Another problem is that,

with the currently implemented text mining algorithm, when a word is recognized

as an opinion word, it might not be considered in a feature keyword list anymore,

which might result in actual worsening of the algorithm’s coverage and accuracy. One

solution to the problem would be change the algorithm to detect the feature word

first, and the opinion word related to it secondly.

Another problem was that SentiWordNet does not contain entries for verbs in differ-

ent forms. For example, in the comment: “. . . that they are not completing everything

that was needed for the service”, the word “completing” is not recognized (although

it is assigned polarity). The solution here was to add in the functionality of the al-
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gorithm extracting base form of the verb first, and then look for its sentiment in the

dictionary.

7.5.3.2 Polarity’s strength detection

Another important change was to introduce detecting the strength of the polarity.

It was implemented two-ways: first, by introducing dictionaries that assign scale of

opinion polarity to words, secondly, by detecting words that “strengthen” the polarity

of words - for example “very”, “really”, etc.

Examples of comments (chosen from the test 70-comment dataset) and opinionated

segments extracted by the algorithm that involved strong polarity are given below:

• “Chuck stated that he wasn’t there when they did it, but the mechanic who was

stated that the technician did a very good job”. → did very good job:2

• “Mike stated the field mechanic was very knowledgable and a great guy”. →

great guy:2

• “He stated that the technician was very friendly and handled the difficult situa-

tion with the location of the equipment repair very well and did a great job.”.

→ technician very friendly: 2

→ did great job: 2

→ handled difficult situation: -2

• “Paul said that the service man, Chris, was very friendly, knowledgeable and

”on top of it”.” → very friendly: 2

• “He stated Charlie Ray is a really good mechanic. .” → really good mechanic: 2
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7.5.3.3 Handling misspellings

As the data with comments is prepared manually by interviewers with time con-

straints, it happens that there are misspellings in the text. The following examples of

sentences were not recognized as opinionated, because of misspelling in the opinion

word:

• “Mike stated the field mechanic was very knowledgable and a great guy”

• “Kevin said they know what they are doing and they are promt.”

This results in a smaller coverage of the algorithm than it could be potentially with

the correct versions of opinion words. One way to fix this is to implement handling

misspellings with special libraries. Also, some sentiment libraries (such as AFINN

and Hu and Liu adjective lists) contain entries for sentiment with the most common

misspelled words. As for now, misspellings seem to be quite rare and negligible cases,

so no misspelling correction was yet implemented.

7.5.3.4 Dealing with ambiguity

Some words may cause ambiguity and depend heavily on the context and domain.

For example, initially the word “good” in the context of technicians (example: “good

mechanics”) was assigned to the aspect category: “technician attitude”. However,

after more careful semantic analysis of the comment, the opinion holder probably

meant actually rather “technician knowledge”. So, the word “good” was reassigned

to this category in the context of “technician”.
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Another example from the analyzed test dataset was: “He stated the guys are knowl-

edgeable and the work was good”. The algorithm detected the word “guys” as the

keyword for staff, and the generated meta action was “staff knowledgeability”=1.

The same happened to the example: “Mike stated the field mechanic was very knowl-

edgable and a great guy.”, which resulted in an opinionated segment: “great guy”=1.

Again, the initial assignment of word “guys” was to the category of staff instead of

technicians. However, taking into account colloquialisms used by customers, most

likely they meant technicians by saying “guys”. It resulted in lower accuracy when

comparing with manual human labeling of opinions. Therefore, again, this seed word

was reassigned to category “technician” to improve the accuracy of the algorithm.

7.5.3.5 Expanding feature dictionaries

In the proposed approach, dictionary-based feature recognition is used. It means

that the detection of feature words related to the discovered opinion words is based

on the predefined libraries of seed words for features and more fine-grained aspects of

the features. These were developed manually by looking through the large sample of

comments. However, they should be dynamically updated, as the new examples are

seen and especially common occurring words related to a feature or an aspect should

be added to the libraries.

For example, such common word occurring in comments is “experience”: “He stated

this past experience was not great ”. Opinion here is not recognized (covered), because

“experience” was not entered as a seed word for any of the categories. However, as it

is a commonly used phrase to express opinion about service by customers generally,
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the word was added to the category: “service general”, which corresponds to the

meta action: “Service Quality General”. Another such extremely common phrase is

“do a good job”, but again it is not covered as opinion by the current algorithm. As

a solution, it was also assigned to the aspect category: “service general” (or alterna-

tively: “service completeness”).

Another problem is that the opinion is often expressed in relation with pronouns:

“they”, “he”, etc. For example, the sentence: “They work efficiently” is not covered,

because “they” is not assigned to any of the feature classes. Similarly, opinions are

often expressed in relation to words, such as: “Caterpillar”, “dealer”, “Cat”, etc. To

solve this problem and increase the coverage of the algorithm, all these words were

added to the feature category “service”. Also, the word “personnel” was added to

the feature category “staff”.

Besides pronouns, also names of specific technicians are used, for example: “Paul said

that the service man, Chris, was very friendly, knowledgeable and ’on top of it’ ”.

Here, positive opinion words about the technician were detected, however could not

be associated with any of the features (as the keyword here is “Chris”). As for now,

there is no solution for this, as it would require adding all the names existing in the

comments. One solution would be to use some local context for words, for example,

associating “knowledgeable” with the feature “technician”.

Another problem discovered while testing was that some seed words are detected be-

cause they are defined in the feature categories, but they do not result in generating

any meta action. This is because they were not defined in any aspect of the feature.

Example printout:
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subSegments features after aggregation: (stated machine new=machine,service, hav-

ing condition fixed=,, they already having=having,, fixed on unit=fixed,service)

segment orientation:stated machine new: 1 .

No meta action is generated from this example as the seed word “machine” for the

feature “service” was not defined in any aspect of the service. The same case was

for the segment: “Stated that they provide fast service” - it results in the opinion-

ated segment: “provide fast service: 1 ”, but not in any meta action, as “fast” was

not defined as a seed word for the category “service timeliness”. This way, not all

opinionated segments become meta actions. This can be fixed manually by looking

at the words that exist in the feature’s seed list but are not assigned to any of the

categories in the aspects.

7.5.3.6 Correcting other fallacies of the algorithm

On top of the mentioned improvements, some other fallacies of the algorithm were

detected and corrected.

For example, in SentiWordNet dictionary semi-supervised method was used to label

words with sentiment ([19]). According to the conducted tests within this research,

some sentiment scores are not that accurately calculated. For example, the word

“good” has a calculated weighted polarity score of 0.63 (which is mapped to 2 in the

used scale), while word “great” – 0.25, which after mapping corresponds to 1. As a

result, the word “good” is stronger positive than the word “great”. This inconsistency

which occurs when using only SentiWordNet was solved by changing manually the

entry in the dictionary for the word “good”. The PosScore was changed from 0.75
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to 0.25. The same case was with the adverb “well” (its mapped sentiment based on

SentiWordNet was 2).

As mentioned previously, the dictionaries for the feature and aspect seed words can be

dynamically updated. The same refers to categories themselves: they can be added

or redefined. For example, one of the changes within tests was adding the following

aspects for service: “Service General” – with the name for meta action: “Service

Quality General” and “Service Timeliness” (“Service Completed Timely”).

The last but not least, it was observed that there are opinions about parts in the

service surveys, for example: “He stated parts availability was the problem ”, “He

stated this location needs more parts available on the shelf ”, “Parts purchase was

trouble free’”. However, there are separate dictionaries defined for both categories

of surveys: “Service” and “Parts”. The former does not contain feature and aspect

libraries for parts. Therefore, although these comments contain opinions, they are

not related to any of the feature words, as the comments were given in the service

surveys.

Also, in the last example, “trouble free” was not correctly classified in terms of polarity

- “trouble” was detected as a negative opinion word. Therefore, another idea is to

handle phrases ”adjective + free” as the actual negation.

7.5.4 Experimental results

After introducing changes one by one to the algorithm and dictionaries as described

above, there were improvements in the accuracy and the coverage of the comments.

In general, four dictionaries of opinion words were compared between themselves, as
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Table 13: Comparing results of different approaches to sentiment analysis- metrics
calculated per comment.

Metric Human Adj list Senti-V/NN Senti+V/NN AFINN All
Coverage-before 89% 20% 16% 19% 11%
Coverage-after 89% 39% 31% 39% 30% 43%

Accuracy-before 100% 71% 73% 46% 63%
Accuracy-after 100% 93% 95% 81% 100% 83%

Weighted metric 95% 66% 63% 60% 65% 63%

well as with the base case of human sentiment recognition. “Adjective list” denotes

the current dictionary that the algorithm is using. SentiWordNet was tested in two

cases: with and without using nouns and verbs as opinion words. After comparing

and analyzing results from different dictionaries separately, the final strategy for the

algorithm was determined and implemented.

The results are summarized in Table 13. At first attempt, the coverage was calculated

this way, that a comment was covered if at least one opinion was discovered from it.

Coverage and accuracy were measured before and after introducing improvements

to the algorithm and dictionaries (as described in the section above). For the final

assessment of an approach, a weighted metric is used, considering the accuracy and

the coverage scores equally. That is, each of these two scores is assigned the weight

of 0.5 - it is assumed both coverage and accuracy of the sentiment analysis algorithm

are equally important for the application. As one can see from Table 13, the initial

results for the current algorithm based on “adjective list” was highly unsatisfactory -

it covers only 20% of comments versus 89% of human recognition. Also, accuracy was

not satisfactory - 71%. It turned out that using different dictionaries (SentiWordNet,

AFINN) was not better. However, the changes in the algorithm and dictionaries for

features’ and aspects’ keywords (as described in the section above) allowed to cover
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twice as many comments as before. Also, using a polarity scale helped to differentiate

between strength of opinions’ polarities. The accuracy improved from 71% to 93%

for the approach based on “adjective list”. Comparing different approaches, AFINN

proved to have the worst coverage, but it was very accurate. The adjective list and

SentiWordNet with nouns and verbs as opinion words have similar coverage - 39%,

but the latter has worse accuracy. Therefore, its weighted metric is only 60% vs 66%

for adjective list. The approach based on SentiWordNet without nouns and verbs

covered less (31%), but was more accurate than the version with verbs and nouns as

opinion words (95% versus 81%). The final conclusion for the strategy combining all

three dictionaries was that the opinion words should be firstly checked in adjective

lists, secondly in AFINN, and thirdly (if not found in any of these) in SentiWordNet

- the last case would be to check for verbs and nouns as opinion words. The strategy

was implemented and the modified algorithm is described in the next section. The

combined results yielded 43% coverage and 83% accuracy.

Additionally, experiments were also measured by means of separate opinions, not

comments. That is coverage was calculated as number of detected opinions in gen-

eral (not only per comment) divided by all opinions detected by a human. Accuracy

was also calculated per each extracted aspect (meta-action), not per comment. The

results are summarized in Table 14. Calculating coverage per separate opinion the

Table 14: Comparing results of different approaches to sentiment analysis - metrics
calculated per opinion.

Metric Human Adj list Senti-V/NN Senti+V/NN AFINN All
Coverage 99% 36% 28% 33% 24% 38%
Accuracy 100% 92% 96% 88% 100% 95%
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results for the combined approach was about 38% with 95% accuracy. Again, the

adjective list proved to be the best dictionary for opinion words (36% coverage and

92% accuracy). The second best in terms of coverage was SentiWordNet with verbs

and nouns as opinion words (33%), but at the same time worse in accuracy than

adjective list (88% vs 92%), Senti without verbs and nouns (96%) and AFINN (95%).

After the second round of improvements (adjustments in dictionaries and the algo-

rithm), coverage and accuracy (both per comment and per opinion) were measured

again, on the final overall approach. The results are shown in Table 15. It was pos-

sible to increase coverage to 57% (as calculated per comment) / 48% (as calculated

per opinion). However, the accuracy dropped a little bit as calculated per comment

(88%), but increased as calculated per opinion (96%). Overall, the algorithm was

improved (the new weighted metric increased from 63% to 72% - per comment and

from 67% to 72% - per opinion).

Concluding experiments, introducing modifications to the algorithm and adjusting

Table 15: Improving sentiment analysis further for the combined approach.

Metric Human All- per comment All - per opinion
Coverage 89%/99% 57% 48%
Accuracy 100% 88% 96%

the dictionaries helped increase coverage of comments by about twice at the first

attempt and three times at the second attempt in relation to the initial coverage. It

also improved the accuracy and overall quality of the sentiment analysis algorithm.

However, there is still room for improvement when looking at the metrics for human

recognition. New improvement ideas will be discovered in the further work of this

research and more tests will be conducted to determine which opinion patterns are
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not detected by the algorithm.

7.5.5 Modified algorithm for opinion mining

The modified algorithm for opinion mining algorithm involving NLP techniques,

modified, among others, for detecting the strength of polarity, is described by the

following steps:

1. Preparing the file with text comments (XLS or XLSX). The mined text might

be concatenation from all the “Notes” columns or might be just the column for

“Notes for Promoter Score”.

2. The file containing text columns is preprocessed - file reader iterates through

rows in the spreadsheet.

3. Processing the current comment, which may contain many sentences.

4. Processing the current sentence using Stanford Parser [48] (Treebank Language

Pack).

5. Tagging the words in the current sentence with the Part-of-Speech labels (Stan-

ford POS tagger [48]).

6. Creating dependency list (grammatical dependency relations based on prede-

fined templates in Stanford package [48], GrammaticalStructureFactory).

7. Identifying opinion words in a sentence, using: opinion word lists (Hu&Liu /

SentiWordNet / AFINN), negations list (“not”, “neither”, etc.), conjunctive

words lists (“and”, “but”, “therefore”, etc.), strong words list (“really”, “very”,
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“much”, etc.), strong positive (“best”, “great”, “excellent”, etc.) and strong

negative words lists (worst):

(a) Check if the current word is a negation (if yes, set index for negation word).

(b) Check if the current word is a conjunction (if yes, set index for conjunction

word).

(c) Check if the word is present in strong opinion words (if yes, set index for

conjunction word).

(d) Check if a word is in the strong positive / strong negative list, set the

polarity accordingly to 2 or -2 and change polarity accordingly for the

cases of negation or conjunction.

(e) Check if the word is present in positive / negative adjective list (Hu&Liu):

• Set polarity accordingly to the list (+1 if the word found in positive

adjective list or -1 if in negative adjective list).

• Consider cases of negation, comparative forms of adjectives and con-

junction to change the original polarity.

• If valid strength opinion word found in relation to the adjective, in-

crease polarity strength to +2 or -2.

(f) if the word is not found in adjective lists, look for its presence in AFINN

dictionary:

• If a word found in AFINN, retrieve its polarity and use mapping to

use scale < −2; 2 >.
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• Consider cases of negation, comparative forms of adjectives and con-

junction to change the original polarity.

• If valid strength opinion word found in relation to the adjective, in-

crease polarity strength to +2 or -2 (if the previous polarity was +1

or -1).

(g) If a word not found in adjective lists nor in AFINN, look for it in Senti-

WordNet dictionary:

• If a word found in SentiWordNet, case for adjectives and adverbs.

• Retrieve the polarity from SentiWordNet dictionary considering the

word POS tag, and use mapping function to convert the continuous

numbers from the scale < −1; 1 > to the scale < −2; 2 >.

• Consider cases of negation, comparative forms of adjectives and ad-

verbs and conjunction to change the original polarity.

• If a valid strength opinion word found in relation to the adjective,

increase polarity strength to +2 or -2 (if the previous polarity was +1

or -1).

• Case for verbs and nouns as opinion words: retrieve the polarity from

the SentiWordNet using the POS tag and map to the scale. For verbs,

find its base form - and look in dictionary for all its possible base

forms. Consider cases of negation, conjunction and strength words to

change the original polarity.

8. Opinion sentence summarization - finding words related to the found opinion
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word, using dependency relations.

9. Finding feature keyword related to the opinion word based on the previous

step’s results.

10. Assigning the segment to the feature category (feature aggregation).

11. Summarizing results - grouping segments by orientation, feature classes.

12. Generating meta actions from oriented segments.

7.5.6 Comparing recommendations with the previous approach

After introducing changes to the sentiment algorithm with the primary purpose of

increasing coverage to decrease sparsity of opinion table as introduced in the section

on “Data Transformation”. The table is further used to mine action rules, from which

recommendations of the system are built directly. The better the coverage of action

rules the better potential NPS Impact as calculated for each recommendation.

7.5.6.1 Sparsity

The sparsity, calculated as the number of cells in the opinion table for which aspect-

based opinion was extracted divided by the total number of cells, was about 1% ini-

tially, which dentoes very high sparsity. After modifications to the sentiment analysis

algorithm the sparsity shrank to about 3%. The details of the comparison of sparsity

before (-b) and after (-a) modifications (initial -a) and second modifications (-a2) are

shown in Tables 16 and 17 - for Clients: 16 and 3. Sp denotes Sparsity calculated

by dividing by the number of rows in the table, SpT - denotes Sparsity Total - that

is, sparsity calculated by dividing by the total number of cells in the table. Tables
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show results for each possible polarity score (for “before” state there were only two

polarities: 1 and -1) and for all the polarity values: “All”. The percentage in the cells

of the tables denotes relative occurrence of extracted opinions with the given polarity.

Table 16: Sparsity of opinion table before and after modifications of the opinion
mining algorithm - data for Client 16.

Polarity Sp-b Sp-a Sp-a2 SpT-b SpT-a SpT-a2
-2 0% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0%
-1 0.9% 2.9% 4% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3%
1 12.3% 30.5% 42.5% 0.8% 2.0% 2.8%
2 0% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0%
All 13.2% 33.4% 46.9% 0.9% 2.2% 3.1%

Table 17: Sparsity of opinion table before and after modifications of the opinion
mining algorithm - data for Client 3.

Polarity Sp-b Sp-a Sp-a2 SpT-b SpT-a SpT-a2
-2 0% 0.1% 0.1% 0% 0.01% 0.01%
-1 0.9% 1.6% 2.5% 0.06% 0.11% 0.17%
1 11.2% 30.3% 44.1% 0.7% 2.0% 2.9%
2 0% 0.1% 4% 0% 0.01% 0.01%
All 12.0% 32.0% 46.8% 0.8% 2.1% 3.1%

From the tables with the results it can be seen that sparsity of opinion tables for

the chosen test cases of Client16 and Client3 was reduced significantly (about three

times).

7.5.6.2 Rule mining from opinion table

For the sample tested clients - Client 3 and Client 16, the initial coverage of action

rule mining (coverage understood as the number of distinct customers covered), was

only 10.43% and 8.2% correspondingly. When dicsarding “0” as the default value

(that is when no meta action was detected), and leaving only “1” and “-1” the cover-

age was even worse - 4.92% and 7.83% correspondingly. In comparison, the coverage

of action rules from the previous approach (mining from the benchmark table) was

85.2% for these datasets.
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After introducing modifications to the opinion mining algorithm, the action rule min-

ing from the resulting opinion tables were repeated to see the gain in the resulting

rules’ coverage of the customers. The results from action rule mining on the opinion

table before and after modifications (initial -after and later modifications -after2 )

are shown in Table 18. Action rule mining was performed for two cases: with “0”

as default values (when opinion was not extracted from the comment on the aspect)

and without “0”. Test cases with -ben denote action rule mining performed in the

previous approach, on the benchmark tables.

As with the case of testing sparsity, the coverage after two rounds of modifications

was improved to about 15%, which is, however, still far less than the coverage of rules

extracted from the benchmark tables.

Table 18: Results of the action rule mining on the opinion table for Client 3 and
Client 16 before and after modifications to the opinion mining algorithm.

Test case Time Nr rules Coverage Coverage %
Client3-ben-typ1 50min 14,769 98/115 85.2%
Client3-ben-typ0 7h 93,472 98/115 85.2%
Client3-before-no0 12sec 26 9/115 7.83%
Client3-after-no0 14sec 29 9/115 7.83%
Client3-after2-no0 19sec 155 17/115 14.78%
Client3-before-with0 1.5min 348 12/115 10.43%
Client3-after-with0 13min 569 11/115 9.57%
Client3-after2-with0 6min 2,123 18/115 15.65%
Client16-ben-typ1 4min 5,153 50/61 85.2%
Client16-ben-typ0 32min 24,515 52/61 85.2%
Client16-before-no0 4sec 113 3/61 4.92%
Client16-after-no0 5sec 254 6/61 9.84%
Client16-after2-no0 6sec 288 8/61 13.11%
Client16-before-with0 23sec 1,181 5/61 8.2%
Client16-after-with0 54sec 4,023 6/61 9.84%
Client16-after2-with0 1.5min 5,596 10/61 16.39%

7.5.6.3 Generating meta nodes

As presented in the first sections, recommendations (called meta nodes in the pre-

vious approach) in the new approach are generated directly from the action rules
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extracted from opinion tables for each client. Previously, meta nodes were built by

combining meta actions by adding one at a time. In the new approach, meta actions,

that is a result of text mining, are part of atomic actions in action rules. Therefore,

instead of iterating through most frequent meta actions to build meta nodes, now the

algorithm iterates through most frequent atomic actions extracted from action rules.

The strategy for building meta nodes in a tree-like structure does not change. The

new algorithm is presented in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 4 Original algorithm of generating meta nodes

1: //Set current client’s ID and expand the client with HAMIS procedure
2: clientID ← panel.selectedclient
3: clientIDmerged← HAMIStask().expNode
4: //Reformat the action rules extracted for the current client and its extensions
5: ruleset← ActionRuleReformator(actionRulePath, clientIDmerged)
6: //Explore the action rule set and collect all existing atomic actions.
7: atomics← actionRulesExploration().AtomicCollector(ruleset)
8: for clientName: clientIDmerged do
9: //Mine the meta-actions for each atomic action using comments in each file.
10: listOfResultp← miner.MiningProcessOfSegments
11: (promoterCommentF ilePath,
12: clientName, tagger, parser, positiveseed, negativeseed, featureclasses)
13: listOfResultd← miner.MiningProcessOfSegments
14: (detractorCommentF ilePath,
15: clientName, tagger, parser, positiveseed, negativeseed, featureclasses)
16: //Trigger action rules.
17: atomicmetaActions← actionRulesTriggeration().atomicActionTrigger
18: (promoterCommentF ilePath, detractorCommentF ilePath,
19: workIDmetaActions, atomics)
20: rulemetaActions← actionRulesTriggeration().actionRulesTrigger
21: (atomicmetaActions, ruleset)
22: //Group meta-actions and find the best groups of meta-actions.
23: metaNode[]T ← metaActionsBooster().metaActionsOrganizer
24: (clientDataF ile, rulemetaActions, ruleset)
25: end for

As one can see, the difference in algorithms lies in changing the order of certain

steps of the algorithm. For example, in the previous version, action rule mining pre-
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Algorithm 5 Modified algorithm of generating meta nodes

1: //Set current client’s ID and expand the client with HAMIS procedure
2: clientID ← panel.selectedclient
3: clientIDmerged← HAMIStask().expNode
4: for clientName: clientIDmerged do
5: //Mine the meta-actions for each atomic action using comments in each file.
6: listOfResultp← miner.MiningProcessOfSegments
7: (promoterCommentF ilePath,
8: clientName, tagger, parser, positiveseed, negativeseed, featureclasses)
9: listOfResultd← miner.MiningProcessOfSegments
10: (detractorCommentF ilePath,
11: clientName, tagger, parser, positiveseed, negativeseed, featureclasses)
12: end for
13: //Build the opinion table .
14: buildOpinionTable(actionRulePath, clientIDmerged, clientNames,
15: promoterCommentF ilePath, detractorCommentF ilePath, workIDMetas)
16: //Reformat the action rules extracted for the current client and its extensions

from the opinion table
17: ruleset← ActionRuleReformator(actionRulePath, clientIDmerged)
18: //Explore the action rule set and collect all existing atomic actions.
19: atomics← actionRulesExploration().AtomicCollector(ruleset)
20: //Iterate through rules to find meta actions associated with each rule
21: for rule: ruleset do
22: for atomic: rule do
23: if metaActioninatomic then
24: metas.add(metaAction)
25: end if
26: end for
27: ruleMetas.put(rule,metas)
28: end for
29: //Group meta-actions and find the best groups of meta-actions.
30: metaNode[]T ← metaActionsBooster().metaActionsOrganizer
31: (clientDataF ile, ruleMetas, ruleset)
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Table 19: Comparison of recommendations results in the previous and the new (text-
only) approach for Client 16 and Client 3.

Test case Rules read Meta action extracted Effectve meta nodes Max NPS Impact
16-ben-Typ1 1230 9 5 7.37%
16-ben-Typ0 5686 9 18 8.58%
16-before 302 8 31 0.5%
16-before-no0 34 2 2 0.17%
16-after-no0 72 5 4 0.34%
16-after 906 8 46 0.84%
16-after2 1272 10 89 1.34%
3-ben-Typ1 3364 11 5 4.5%
3-ben-Typ0 21393 11 18 4.8%
3-before 111 7 28 0.37%
3-before-no0 12 3 1 0.37%
3-after-no0 12 4 1 0.37%
3-after 186 11 32 0.74%
3-after2 564 12 40 0.37%

ceded the text mining (meta action mining). In the new version, text mining is done

first, which then serves data transformation, called “opinion table” (the structure is

discussed in the previous sections). Only then, action rule mining is run on the opin-

ion table. The previous links between action rules and meta actions which created a

base for triggering mechanism is now replaced by finding direct associations between

action rules and meta actions, since now meta actions are attributes in the rules’

atomic actions. Based on these associations, meta nodes are built, using strategy as

previously used. Starting from the most frequent meta actions and adding the next

one at a time with checking the increase in NPS impact of the newly created node.

Finally, experiments have been conducted with the use of newly created opinion ta-

bles, action rule mining on the opinion tables and generating recommendations (meta

nodes) directly based on action rules. The results are presented in Table 19.

It can be seen that the maximal NPS impact one could get from the recommenda-

tions was much higher in the previous approach - 7-8% versus less than 1% for Client

16 and 4-5% versus about 0.37% for Client 3. For the version without “0” (denoted as

-no0 in the table) the difference was even greater. By introducing changes to the sen-
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timent analysis algorithm (denoted in table as -after and after2 ) and thus reducing

the sparsity of opinion table from which action rules are mined, the recommendations

were improved (by means of number of recommendations and maximal NPS impact

one could get from the best node). However, the value of maximal NPS impact was

still far from the one that could be achieved with the previous approach by mining

benchmark tables.

7.6 Plans for remaining challenges

Despite the introduced change and improvements the coverage is still unsatisfying.

Particularly, the maximal NPS impact calculated from action rules’ support and

confidence is not that significant as one could expect. This results from the poor

coverage of customers with action rules. To increase coverage, further improvements

to the sentiment analysis algorithm should be introduced. This section lists remaining

challenges in this area and cases of text opinions that currently are not handled by

the computer machine sentiment recognition.

Generally, all the opinions that do not fall into algorithmic pattern of “opinion word

+ feature aspect” are not extracted, These are:

• Expressing opinions by describing the situation / incident (“storytelling”) with-

out using actual opinion words - humans can infer the sentiment from the story.

• Implicit opinions - similar as the case above, but more general, for example,

humans can use objective words like numbers to express opinions.

• Complex and comparative sentences - limitations lie in the used syntactical

dependencies recognition.
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• Opinion and feature in one word, for example “repaired”.

• Using opinion words for the purpose other than expressing opinions, for example

for expressing desired state or expectations.

All the unhandled cases are described in greater details in the following subsections.

7.6.1 Complex and comparative sentences

The algorithm is limited to syntactical dependencies that can be recognized. It

happens, that some syntactical relations are not recognized, especially in complex

and comparative sentences. For example, in the sentence “. . . he had an issue with

the time that was charged on his invoice”, “issue” is not recognized together with the

keyword “invoice”. It is because of the complexity of the sentence, where the opinion

is expressed in a different part of the sentence than the subject of the opinion. Here, al-

gorithm makes a mistake and associates “issue” with “time”. Customers often use ex-

pressions such as “the issue is. . . ”, “the problem is. . . ” (“Doug said the biggest issue

he has is their sense of urgency”, “ The invoicing and prices were an issue as well”,

“Bill stated that there have been a lot of communication issues ”,

“He stated parts availability was the problem ”). One solution to cover such opinions

would be by adding words “issue” and “problem” as a negative opinion word in the

context of the feature they are associated with.

Also, comparative sentences such as: Matt stated that he was

invoiced for more than the price he was quoted for this service, proved to be quite

problematic to detect algorithmically. Besides, “have an issue with invoice” is also

an example of using a phrase to express opinion implicitly.
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Another issue, that turned out to be solved, was the case of two opinion words closely

together, such as in: prompt and courteous service. Initially, the algorithm considered

the word to be opinion word only if the two previous words were not opinion words.

However, as in the case described above, two opinion words connected by “and” can

describe two different aspects of one feature. In the example given above, the first

word relates to “service timeliness”, while the second opinion word to “service qual-

ity” or “staff attitude”. The modification to drop the condition helped to increase

the coverage of sentiment recognition further.

7.6.2 Implicit opinions

Implicit opinions can be expressed without explicitly using opinion words. Exam-

ples of implicit opinions in the researched domain are: “He stated that they had to

make two trips and they charged him $500 , Mike said that it is four hundred dollars

for Altorfer Cat just to come there to him, before they do anything,. . . ”. Here, charg-

ing a particular amount of money means negative sentiment. Another example: “It

should have not taken and hour and half to make a hose and put it on. Nick said he

has seen them do it in 30 minutes ”. Here, using numbers is used to compare the

expected and actual time of service to express dissatisfaction of “service timeliness”.

Also, this comment uses specific words to describe the course of actions (“to make a

hose and put it on”). Using such very specific technical terms to describe service is

difficult to recognize as a feature (opinion subject). Other similar examples of such

comments involve: “Tony stated that the the mechanics replaced a cylindar on there

and there was parts that they could of used but they left part of it and took part of it
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so they could not do much with that”. Here, by describing a situation, a customer

expresses an implicit negative opinion about “technician knowledge”. Another such

example: “He stated his complaint would be, why he realizes the technician has to

have a work phone and he was answering it for work , it was ringing off the hook”,

says implicitly about “technician attitude” in a negative way, however this can be

only inferred by a human by analyzing the situation and context. “Willi stated that

he simply calls Altorfer Cat, they arrive,”, “a local field guy that is usually there the

same day ” - in such comments it is difficult to infer algorithmically that they are

positive opinions about “service timeliness”.

7.6.3 Feature and opinion in one word

Currently, the algorithm does not handle situations when the same word is used

to describe the feature as well as the opinion. As soon as the word is picked as an

opinion word, other words are searched for dependencies with this word. Therefore,

example comments, such as: “He said they found a number of issues and repaired

them.”, “This then allows all Altorfer to charge more than what is expected” are

not currently recognized by the algorithm. “Repaired” and “charge” both relate to

features’ aspects (“service completeness” and “price competitiveness”), but also bear

sentiment in these contexts (positive and negative correspondingly).

Another problem is that sometimes opinions are expressed with a single noun (without

using opinion words) - as an answer to the question asked to customers to receive

additional comments: “What made you Detractor?” or “What could have been

improved?”. As a result, the often pattern of a comment is an actual answer: “Because
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of + noun” or just “noun”. Examples in the tested dataset are: “Jeff stated that their

communicatlion and that fact that they kept him in the loop of things”. The possible

solution would be to assign “default” polarity based on the Promoter Status label of

the customer who left the comment. For example, if no opinion word was found in the

sample comment above, “communication quality” would be assigned default polarity

score: positive, because it was recognized as a feature word and it was expressed by

a customer labelled as “Promoter”. That could potentially decrease sparsity of the

opinion table significantly.

7.6.4 Opinion words in different context

Opinion words can be used for the purpose different than expressing sentiment

towards certain aspects. For example: “Bob said at $117 an hour for service he

expects a qualified technician to be working on his equipment and know the problem

to repair it”. In this comment “qualified technician” and “know the problem” are

used to describe the desired state or expectations. Recognizing such opinions is an

algorithmic error and lowers the algorithm’s accuracy (they are “false positives”).

Other examples include using opinion words to express needs: “Doug said his time

frame with a River boat down is he needs the service fast”.

7.6.5 Ambiguity

Sometimes it is difficult to determine algorithmically to which aspect or feature

the word belongs. For example, in “Kurt again stated it was the not being kept

in the loop, and the very hefty invoice he received at the end of this service”, it is

difficult to determine whether the opinion relates to “invoice expectations” or “price
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competitiveness”. Also, sometimes the wrong words are chosen as a feature, for

example in “He stated that the charges for the travel time were very expensive” -

“time” is recognized as a keyword for “service timeliness”. One solution would be

to tie certain opinion words to the specific features only, for example associating

“expensive” with “price”. In another comment: “He stated they have prompt and

courteous service” - “courteous” actually relates to the “staff” feature rather than

“service”, as the keyword would suggest.

7.6.6 Misspellings

For the chosen test dataset, misspellings were calculated to occur in 7% of the

comments. These are the following:

• “Mike stated the field mechanic was very knowledgable and a great guy.”

• “Kevin said they know what they are doing and they are promt.”

• “Eric stated that he would like better comminication.”

• “AJ stated that they are curtious and quick to respond when service is needed.”

• “Jeff stated that their communicatlion and that fact that they kept him in the

loop of things.”

This percentage has considered misspellings to be quite common, because of the

manual data entry by the interviewers and lack of misspelling checker. Therefore, the

plan is to introduce in the program some kind of misspelling checker module. The

misspelling checker would have to be implemented as a separate module and using

external libraries for that purpose.
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7.6.7 Phrases, idiomatic and phrasal verbs expressions

Another category of cases poorly handled by the algorithm is text with phrases,

common slang expressions, idiomatic expressions and phrasal verbs. Examples from

the tested dataset, not handled by the algorithm in opinion detection include:

• “He stated they were right there on the spot.”

• “Rob stated they got the machine working.”

• “Jeff stated that they were able to get out in a timely manner.”

• “Chris stated did work in a timely fashion.”

7.6.8 Entity recognition from pronouns and names

As already mentioned in the previous sections, pronouns are often used in relation

to opinion words. This problem was somehow solved by adding certain pronouns, like

“they” to dictionaries (“they” was added to the general “service” feature). However

this creates new ambiguities. For example, in the comment “Dave states that they

are friendly, helpful and knowledgeable”, “they” relates more to the “staff” or the

“technician” category. The same applies to the comment: “John shared that they

do fine and there is no question; they all treat him well”. Therefore, although the

algorithm’s coverage increases, it becomes not that accurate at times.

Also, entities’ recognition can be enhanced by adding names, as in the example: “Paul

said that the service man, Chris, was very friendly, knowledgeable and ”on top of it”.

The names can be retrieved from external libraries. The names of companies (dealers)

can be predefined in a dictionary as well.
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To summarize this chapter, a lot of enhancement have been introduced and thoroughly

tested by means of tests on the text mining and analysis, as well as in relation to

the new format of the recommender system that works on text data only. Also, new

areas for further improvements have been identified for the future work within the

research. The new format of the recommender system is designed to work solely

on text feedback data and is expected to be used in the commercial settings in the

future when the text data from the survey becomes reality and replaces structured

or semi-structured customer surveys.



CHAPTER 8: CUSTOMER ATTRITION PROBLEM

8.1 Introduction

Customer attrition is an important problem in many industries: banking, mobile

service providers, insurance companies, financial service companies etc. It was dis-

covered [64] that on average, most US corporations lose half of their customers every

five years. Another fact is that the longer a customer stays with the organization,

the more profitable the customer becomes. The cost of attracting new customers is

five to ten times more than retaining existing ones. Also, about 14% to 17% of the

accounts are closed for reasons that can be controlled like price or service. Reducing

the outflow of the customers by 5% can double a typical company’s profit [64].

One company from the heavy equipment repair industry within this research project

expressed interest in the insight of the problem, already having their own active CRM

program implemented. The goal and motivation within this topic is to determine

whether there are markers in the sales trends that might suggest a customer is getting

ready to defect. Observing the behavior of customers who left a company, one might

be able to identify customers who might leave as well.

8.2 Problem statement

Customer attrition problem is a new subtopic that was raised by our industrial

partner company. The goal here is to retain as many customers as possible. A loyal
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customer might be worth much more than a new customer. Many companies drive

customers away with poor customer retention initiatives (or a lack of a customer

retention strategy).

One client company has implemented an active customer attrition program and

already had some results in this area (we will call a company Client 22 for confiden-

tiality purposes). Therefore, the results within this work would complement or allow

to compare the results of the research done by the company independently.

According to their implemented CRM program, first it is important to know if

the customer base is growing or shrinking. The problem known as churn or customer

attrition is defined as the annual turnover of the market base. Secondly, it is important

to know which customers a company has lost recently. Targeted approaches to fight

customer churn rely on identifying customers who are likely to churn, and then provide

them with an incentive to stay.

The other questions that the initiative helps in answering are: How effective are

we at recovering lost customers? Can we predict which customers will leave us? To

answer this question, the company collects data to determine the number of customers

in each activity status (see Figure 32). However, the prediction capabilities of the

current system are very limited. They are based on simple analysis of NLS (Net

Loyalty Status) of dormant or inactive customers. Therefore, predictive capabilities

are limited here as it is a simple numeric analysis based on historical data. The

sample data analysis findings might include: “Even if a customer scored 9 or 10 on

survey, 26% stopped doing business for a year”, “37% left when they scored between

1-8”. The analysis also tries to predict what impact dormant customers have on
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Figure 32: The illustration of the data collected within the currently existing customer
retention program to determine the customer activity.

the company’s business (i.e. “10-11% of Service Revenue goes Dormant each year”),

taking into account the amount of business customers do. Also, the idea is to target

the most lucrative customers.

The remaining questions that need to be answered using the collected data are:

• What marketing efforts should we implement to attempt recovery?

• Which marketing is having the most impact?

• Add credit line and machine ownership info to data to identify low revenue/high

opportunity customers.

• How well are we cross selling?

• Breakdown by Healthy customers (Revenue> 1000USD)

8.3 Assumptions

The survey data from the considered company - Client 22 was available for the

years 2010-2017 (total 26,454 records). Additionally, sales (transactional) data on
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company’s customers was made available directly from that company from the years

2010-2017.

The survey (customer) data should be labelled first, in terms of customer attrition,

as the current labels are only related to the Promoter Status. A new decision attribute,

denoting whether customer left or not will be added. This can be a binary attribute

(Leaving-yes / Leaving-no) or a categorical attribute CustomerStatus - with values:

Active, Leaving, Lost.

As a reminder, each customer in the dataset is identifiable with a unique Customer

Number (while there can be several contact names associated with each customer

number). For each customer we can prepare temporal data for all their yearly surveys.

Based on temporal records in the dataset available for that customer in the subsequent

years, an algorithm can be applied for automatic labelling. The algorithm labels

a customer temporal record based on the presence of that customer in the years

following the survey. An additional column is added as a decision attribute.

8.4 Strategy and Overall Approach

The idea is to use survey data additionally to the sales data. This approach is

novel in a way, that for the purpose of determining profile of churning customers

mostly demographics or transactional data was used to mine. It is known that most

customers stop doing business with a company because of bad customer service or

their needs were ignored. However, customer retention efforts have also been costing

organizations large amounts of resources. The customer feedback data should help in

identifying and addressing the particular issues behind customer attrition. The sur-
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vey data should be mined for markers of customers that are on the verge of leaving.

Historical and temporal data on customer surveys should be used for that purpose.

Correctly predicting that a customer is going to churn and then successfully convinc-

ing him to stay can substantially increase the revenue of a company, even if a churn

prediction model produces a certain number of false positives.

The novelty of this approach lies in using transactional data to apply automatic

labeling of customers in survey data as either Active, Leaving or Lost. Secondly,

such automatically labelled data would be mined for actionable knowledge on how to

change customer behavior from leaving to non-leaving.

8.4.1 Automatic data labelling

The approach lies in applying automatic labeling of customers in a survey dataset

in terms of retention based on transactional data.

The first attempt to label data relied on records collected in a survey data. That

is, for each survey record, the presence of the survey records for the subsequent years

was checked. A customer was labelled as “Leaving-No” if there were records in the

next years for that customer. A customer was labelled as “Leaving-Yes” when there

were no records for that customer in the following years. However, also a so-called

“Do Not Call” list must have been taken into account. Some customers wished not to

be called and were entered into that list. So, if a customer was added to the list in the

current or the next year, the label for the “Leaving” status could not be determined.

After comparing the previous labelling algorithm with the actual data on customer

activity (in terms of invoice count) provided by the company from the sales system,
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it turned out that many customers were labelled as leaving although there was trans-

actional activity recorded in the database. It was because not each transaction is

followed by a telephone survey. Only a chosen subset of transactions are subject to

telephone survey. So the records in the survey data are not good indicators whether

a customer left or not, because the lack of records for the customer in the following

years might simply result from that customer not being surveyed. Customers who

were not surveyed might still have completed transactions. In conclusion, customer

survey data alone cannot be used for labeling. There is a need to use additional data

on the actual customer’s activity - transactional data by means of invoice count in a

year.

Additional data on transactions for each customer per year was made available.

The revised algorithm for automatic labeling of the survey data (implemented in

PL/SQL), labelled a customer as defected when: the customer appeared in the given

year in the survey data, but has not reappeared at some point in the subsequent

years in transactional data. As the transactional data up to 2017 was made available,

survey data from years 2010-2016 could be labelled.

8.4.2 Pattern mining

KDD (Knowledge Discovery in databases) is defined as the “nontrivial process of

identifying valid, novel, potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns

in data”. The goal is to describe each customer surveyed potentially churner or

potentially non-churner, so the KDD function of this problem is defined to be a

classification problem. Mining patterns in the responses data would suggest likelihood
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to defect. The example pattern characterizing leaving customer profile is presented

in Listing below.

Listing 7: A sample pattern for a leaving customer profile

IF Benchmark1 =3 AND Benchmark2 =7

THEN Leav ing−y e s

Action rules suggest a way how to change the values of flexible attributes to get a

desired state. In the considered problem area an example suggestion to change would

be the actions to decrease customer attrition. The sample actionable pattern is listed

below:

Listing 8: A sample pattern mined for actionable knowledge

IF Benchmark1 (3−>6) AND Benchmark2 (7−>9)

THEN Leaving−yes => Leaving−no

The mining results along with text mining can be incorporated into a recommender

system analogically as in the previous versions of the system (but considering Cus-

tomer Attrition Status instead of Promoter Status). The results should be compared

with the results of Customer Attrition Program implemented by the company.

8.4.3 Sequence mining

The available data - transactional and survey data is timestamped (date is available

as an Interview Date.) Therefore, it is possible to detect trends in customer behavior

and changes in responses over time. Sequence mining can be investigated for the

prediction of customer events.
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Sequence mining was originally introduced for market basket analysis where temporal

relations between retail transactions are mined. The goal here is to use sequence

mining for classification. If a certain sequence of responses was identified, leading to

a customer defected with a high confidence, the same sequence of responses should

be used for classifying customers displaying the same sequence.

8.4.4 Action rule, meta action mining and triggering

The approach for mining the action rules, meta actions and triggering is proposed

as following. Action rules showing the change in customer attrition should be mined

separately for Promoters, Detractors and Passives. The next goal is to find groups

of meta actions M1 triggering a rule R1 that guarantee the defection of the cus-

tomers X1. It is assumed that if M1 does not happen, customers X1 will not defect.

Analogously, find a group of meta-actions M2 triggering rule R2 that guarantee the

defection of customers X2. As a result, for the customer group (X1 AND X2) the

most probable set of actions causing them not to leave would be ( M1 OR M2).

8.5 Evaluation

The evaluation included initial data analysis, implementing and validating auto-

matic labelling algorithm, feature selection, classification and action rules for the

churn and non-churn customers. PL/SQL scripts, WEKA and LISP-Miner were used

in these experiments.

8.5.1 Initial data analysis

Although about 23,000 surveys were available of the considered company (Figure

33 presents the distribution among years), 8,593 distinct customers (as identifiable
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Figure 33: Initial analysis of the number of surveys per year.

by Customer Number) were surveyed in total (Figure 34). Figure 35 presents the

distribution of the decision attribute categories resulting from applying the algorithm:

• 76% of customer surveys were labelled as “Active”;

• About 10% customers left: 4% left for one year and then returned and 6% did

not return at all;

• 15% of records could not be labelled.

8.5.2 Attribute selection

Some initial experiments with data included attribute selection. Two methods

within WEKA package were tested: Best First (Figure 36) and Information Gain

(Figure 37). Both methods indicated “Overall Satisfaction”, “NPS”, “Likelihood to

Repurchase” and general benchmarks (for the “All” category) as the most predictive

in terms of attrition “Customer Status”.
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Figure 34: Analysis of the number of distinct customers surveyed per year.

Figure 35: Analysis of the decision attribute - Customer Status - distribution of
different categories.
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Figure 36: Attribute selection using Best First method.

8.5.3 Classification model

Other experiments in WEKA included building a classification method. The chosen

classifier model - JRIP rules produced rules classifying customers status in terms of

attrition. A sample classification rule is printed in Listing below.

Listing 9: A sample rule classifying a customer ”Lost”.

( Benchmark : S e rv i c e − Fina l Invo i c e Matched Expectat ions >= 1)

and ( L ike l i hood to Repurchase <= 6)

and ( L ike l i hood to Repurchase <= 4)

and ( Benchmark : Al l Dealer Communication <= 4)

and ( Benchmark : Al l Ease o f Contact >= 6)

=> CustomerStatus=Lost ( 1 6 . 0 / 6 . 0 )
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Figure 37: Attribute selection using Information Gain method.

8.5.4 Action rule mining

The actionable patterns were defined and mined in LISP-Miner (see Figure 38 for

the setup and Figure 39 for the results). “Survey Type” was selected as a stable

attribute, and all the “Benchmark” attributes were chosen as flexible attributes. The

sample patterns with the highest confidence are presented in Listing below.

Listing 10: Sample rule showing reasons behind customer defection.

Survey Type ( F i e ld ) :

( Benchmark Al l Contact Status o f Future Needs (1 )

& Benchmark Al l Ease of Contact (10) −>

Benchmark Al l Contact Status o f Future Needs (0 ) &

Benchmark Al l Ease of Contact ( 8 ) )
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Figure 38: The setup of “Data Mining” task - action rule mining with LISp-Miner to
find the reasons behind the customer defection.

Figure 39: The results of action rule mining in LISp-Miner.
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=> ( CustomerStatus ( Active ) −> CustomerStatus ( Lost ) )

Survey Type ( F i e ld ) :

( Benchmark Serv ice Fina l Invo ice Matched Expectat ions (9 )

−> Benchmark Serv ice F ina l Invo ice Matched Expectat ions ( 8 ) )

> < ( CustomerStatus ( Active ) −> CustomerStatus ( Lost ) )

The found action rules associate deteriorating of the certain “Benchmark” questions,

such as “Ease of Contact” or “Final Invoice Matched Expectations” with the defection

of the customers.

8.6 Plans for remaining challenges

As the next steps within this research is to implement meta action triggering mech-

anism, that is, finding a minimum set of meta-actions guaranteeing that customers

will not leave. The meta actions would be mined from the text in a similar way as

it was for the “Promoter Status” version of the problem area. The next step would

be to implement recommendations’ generation mechanism based on triggering. The

recommendations would suggest the minimal sets of areas to adress to prevent the

largest number of customers from leaving.



CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS

9.1 Contribution

In this dissertation, a data-driven user-friendly NPS-based recommender system for

improving customer loyalty was presented. The first version of the system (CLIRS))

was built based on both structured and unstructured data of customer feedback. The

structured data was used to mine for actionable patterns and the unstructured data

for the associated meta actions that act as triggers for action rules. Based on the

triggering the overall impact on NPS could be calculated for different combinations

of meta-actions. The second proposed version of the recommender system (CLIRS2)

was built solely based on text customer feedback. The work included changing the

processes (algorithm) within the first version of the system, as well as adding a step

of building a numerical decision table from the text, based on detecting the numerical

values of sentiment polarity towards certain aspects of the service.

The following challenges were identified within the research: 1) user-friendly inter-

face needs to be developed to help users interact with the system and understand

its output; 2) system was scaled up to 38 companies in various years - making the

system fully automated required revision of data mining processes and identifying

ways to improve the performance of mining; 3) text mining algorithm used for the

customer comments mining was still far acceptable in terms of accuracy and coverage
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in sentiment mining, which was particularly troublesome when adjusting the system

to work solely on text data; 4) besides customer loyalty metrics it is important to

track and measure the customer churn information and try to use the survey data to

identify characteristics of current customers who are likely to leave in the future. To

address the above mentioned problems, the following solutions have been proposed

and implemented: a) a variety of visualization techniques used to better understand

patterns in data and to visualize data mining algorithms used to generate results;

interactive web-based interface to the system was developed and integrated with the

system engine; b) a variety of methods were proposed, tested and implemented in

order to improve the performance of action rule mining, including: restrictions in

the mined patterns, discretization of attributes and distributed data mining (Spark);

c) a variety of methods of improving the coverage and accuracy of the opinion min-

ing algorithm were proposed, implemented and tested, including: adding additional

opinion libraries, increasing the sentiment polarity, completing feature and aspect

libraries, improving entity recognition; d) survey and transactional data for the cho-

sen client company were combined and automatically labelled in terms of customer

attrition; feature selection, data mining - classification and action rules were used to

help identify customers likely to defect in the future.

9.2 Future work

The future work includes continuation of the topic of customer attrition prob-

lem and building a new version of a recommender system in this area or a kind of

“early-warning” system predicting whether the current customer is likely to defect.
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Furthermore, sequential pattern mining can be researched and applied in this area as

this is temporal data.

Also, further work on improving the sentiment analysis should be continued: identi-

fying new ways of improving the completeness of the decision table built out of the

text. For example, assuming the sentiment based on the customer label.

Another topic involves revising the method of calculating the predicted NPS Impact

so to include not only results of mining patterns showing how to convert Detractors to

Promoters, but also take into account other possible changes: Detractors to Passives

and Passives to Promoters. Another idea is to present the predicted overall NPS,

instead of just percentage NPS change.

Another future goal is to evaluate the system in the real-world setting (with a chosen

client) and compare the impact of the introduced changes as calculated by the system

with the actual impact.
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